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ABSTRACT

Surveys taken since 2015 reveal that Americans exhibit stark partisan divisions in their opinions about colleges and universities, with recent shifts in attitudes driving changes to higher education law. In recent years, Democrats have become slightly more positive about higher education. Concurrently, Republicans have become extremely more negative, and a majority of Republicans now tells pollsters that colleges and universities have an overall negative effect on the country.

Particularly in legislative chambers controlled by Republicans, public and elite dissatisfaction with higher education has led to legal interventions into the governance of universities, with new laws related to faculty tenure, the treatment of undocumented immigrant students, the use of state funds for disfavored programs, the composition of university governing boards, and campus speech, among other topics. At the federal level, during the Obama Administration advocates persuaded the Department of Education to demand sweeping changes to how institutions adjudicate allegations of sexual harassment and sexual assault. At the behest of different advocates and critics, Trump Administration officials have rescinded the prior guidance and are in the process of enacting new regulations on the same campus processes.

Higher education has real problems—such as skyrocketing tuition—which inspire real anger. Right-wing media outlets amplify this discontent, and politicians respond to voter outrage with hearings and legislation, deepening the lack of confidence. These phenomena are likely to endure and even to increase in intensity. Accordingly, higher education law has entered a new era in which college and university leaders must anticipate growing legislative intervention into day-to-day campus operations. Remaining true to institutional values in a newly difficult legal environment will challenge higher education administrators across the country, both at private and at public institutions. In particular, leaders of public institutions will face increasingly daunting tasks in states with conservative electorates.

---
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“When we see an issue that’s split by political party, any kind of issue, it usually never recovers.”
— Brandon Busteed, polling expert, formerly at Gallup

“[W]e are at the beginning of a new state-legislative era, and that beginning is auspicious.”
— Stanley Kurtz, conservative commentator and education reform advocate

INTRODUCTION

The law of higher education has entered a period of rapid change, driven in part by recent souring of public opinion about colleges and universities. Americans overall report increasing dissatisfaction with higher education, and Republicans in particular tell pollsters that colleges and universities have an overall negative effect on the country. Growing distrust of university administrators and trustees has inspired legislatures to intervene in university governance, with new state and federal laws affecting issues from sexual assault hearings to affirmative action to faculty tenure to campus speech to the composition of governing boards. As public perception of higher education diverges further from the self-perception within institutions, further legal intervention appears inevitable.

An example from Michigan illustrates what can happen when university leaders adopt a high-profile policy position at odds with the wishes of the electorate. In June 2003, the University of Michigan Law School won a victory in the Supreme Court, which held that the law school’s affirmative action policies did not violate the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. The University’s president, Mary Sue Coleman, cheered the result as “a tremendous victory for the University of Michigan, for all of higher education, and for the hundreds of groups and individuals who supported us.” She added, “[t]his is a resounding affirmation that will be heard across the land—from our college classrooms to our corporate boardrooms.”

Three years later, Michigan voters sent a resounding message of their own. On November 7, 2006, the Michigan Civil Rights Initiative—also known as “Proposal 2”—amended the state’s constitution after winning 58 percent of the vote. The new provision, codified as Article I, Section 26 of the Michigan Constitution, states that

---

6 Id.
no “public college or university, community college, or school district” may “discriminate against, or grant preferential treatment to, any individual or group on the basis of race, sex, color, ethnicity, or national origin in the operation of public employment, public education or public contracting.”

It continues, “[t]he state shall not discriminate against, or grant preferential treatment to, any individual or group on the basis of race, sex, color, ethnicity, or national origin in the operation of public employment, public education, or public contracting.”

The story of the *Grutter v. Bollinger* decision upholding the law school’s affirmative action, along with a companion case finding the university’s undergraduate affirmative action program unconstitutional, is a complicated one—as is the process by which proponents of Proposal 2 won access to the ballot and convinced a large majority of voters to adopt it. From the perspective of university governance and higher education law, however, the story is simpler. One of the nation’s premier public universities faced a legal challenge to its admissions process, which it had adopted in an effort to achieve what university leaders deemed important policy goals. University lawyers fought the challenge all the way to the Supreme Court of the United States and emerged largely victorious. While the Court struck down the undergraduate system of “predetermined point allocations,” the Court concurrently signaled that by adopting a system like that of the law school, the University could continue its affirmative action program. Then, rejecting pleas to leave university governance to universities’ trustees and administrators, Michigan voters did what the Supreme Court would not and banned affirmative action at public universities across the state.

Michigan is not unique in banning affirmative action by popular vote. Indeed, Ward Connerly, a businessman who had helped to lead a similar successful campaign

---

9 Id. art. I, § 26(2).
11 See Mary Sue Coleman, *When to Take a Stand on National Policy: Perspectives from a Supreme Court Case*, in *Leading Colleges and Universities* 253, 253–59 (Stephen Joel Trachtenberg et al. eds., 2018), for President Coleman’s analysis of what happened.
12 See id. at 253.
13 See id. at 254, 256.
14 Gratz, 539 U.S. at 279 (O’Connor, J., concurring).
15 See id. (O’Connor, J., concurring) (“This policy stands in sharp contrast to the law school’s admissions plan, which enables admissions officers to make nuanced judgments with respect to the contributions each applicant is likely to make to the diversity of the incoming class.”).
16 See Schuette v. Coal. to Defend Affirmative Action, 572 U.S. 291, 311 (2014) (plurality opinion) (“Michigan voters used the initiative system to bypass public officials who were deemed not responsive to the concerns of a majority of the voters with respect to a policy of granting race-based preferences that raises difficult and delicate issues.”); id. at 326–27 (Scalia, J., concurring) (noting that voters chose to amend university policy by constitutional amendment rather than by “voting in a favorable board” at each state university); id. at 351 (Sotomayor, J., dissenting) (noting that Section 26 to the Michigan Constitution, adopted my Michigan voters, “prohibits Michigan’s public colleges and universities from ‘grant[ing] preferential treatment to any individual or group on the basis of race.’” (quoting Mich. Const. art. I, § 26(2))).
17 See infra Section I.E.
in California, supported Proposal 2.\textsuperscript{18} California’s Proposition 209 won approval in 1996 and amended the state constitution to add Article I, Section 31\textsuperscript{19}, which provides that California “shall not discriminate against, or grant preferential treatment to, any individual or group on the basis of race, sex, color, ethnicity, or national origin in the operation of public employment, public education, or public contracting.”\textsuperscript{20} The State of Washington adopted a similar provision, titled Initiative 200, in 1998.\textsuperscript{21}

Popular interference with university governance has not been limited to direct action at the ballot box. Instead, discontent with the management of public universities has inspired legislative action across the country, with state legislatures enacting laws on topics ranging from the funding of diversity efforts,\textsuperscript{22} to faculty tenure,\textsuperscript{23} to abortion,\textsuperscript{24} to how universities should discipline students who disrupt campus events.\textsuperscript{25} The list of bills not enacted provides a glimpse of what the future may hold.\textsuperscript{26} In addition, litigants have urged state and federal courts to strike down various university policies under state and federal constitutions.\textsuperscript{27} And anger at university policies adopted pursuant to U.S. Department of Education guidance during the Obama Administration has prompted action by President Trump’s

\textsuperscript{18} Tamar Lewin, Affirmative Action Ban in Michigan is Rejected, N.Y. TIMES (Nov. 15, 2012), https://www.nytimes.com/2012/11/16/education/michigans-affirmative-action-ban-is-ruled-unconstitutional.html [https://perma.cc/KAD6-LSDS] (“After those decisions, Ward Connerly, a black former University of California regent who was the driving force behind California’s affirmative action ban, worked with Jennifer Gratz, a white Michigan woman who was the plaintiff in one of the Supreme Court cases, to get the issue onto the Michigan ballot.”).

\textsuperscript{19} Girardeau A. Spann, Proposition 209, 47 Duke L.J. 187, 196-86, 201 (1997).

\textsuperscript{20} CAL. CONST. art. 1, § 31(a).


\textsuperscript{23} E.g., Audrey Williams June, Frustrated Faculty Struggle to Defend Tenure Before It’s Too Late, CHRON. HIGHER EDUC. (June 17, 2018), https://www.chronicle.com/article/Frustrated-Faculty-Struggle-to/243675 [https://perma.cc/8AFH-RW5V] (“In recent years, lawmakers or college governing boards have altered professors’ expectations of what tenure means at public institutions in places like Wisconsin, Arkansas, and Kentucky”); see infra Section I.C.

\textsuperscript{24} See, e.g., Elise Schmelzer, Planned Parenthood to File Claim Against MU After University Discontinues Abortion Doctor’s Privileges, MISSOURIAN (Sept. 25, 2015), https://www.columbiamissourian.com/news/local/planned-parenthood-to-file-claim-against-mu-after-university-discontinues/article_40fb35f4-63c2-11e5-a9f0-6df0996899a.html [https://perma.cc/3SG2-23FH] (quoting Planned Parenthood leader, Laura McQuade, who stated that “[w]e were outraged that an institution of higher learning would cower to such obvious political tactics” and quoting state senator, Kurt Schaefer, who called the move a “victory for the unborn”).

\textsuperscript{25} See infra Section I.A.ii.

\textsuperscript{26} See, e.g., Andy Thomason, Missouri Lawmaker Would Revoke Scholarships of Athletes Who Boycott, CHRON. HIGHER EDUC. (Dec. 15, 2015), https://www.chronicle.com/blogs/ticker/missouri-lawmaker-would-revoke-scholarships-of-athletes-who-boycott/107431 [https://perma.cc/3SYN-59XH] (discussing the state representative who sponsored a bill to revoke athletic scholarships for student athletes refusing to play for reasons unrelated to health); infra Section I.G.

Secretary of Education, Betsy DeVos, related to Title IX of the Education Amendments Act of 1972.28

In short, elite and popular discontent with American university governance has inspired important changes to higher education law and this process shows every sign of enduring and even accelerating. Politicians have discovered that running against the state university can win votes, establishing a feedback loop whereby citizens lose faith in public higher education and elect representatives with similar attitudes who then use their public influence to further degrade the reputations of state institutions among the people they serve.29 Well-funded advocacy institutes provide intellectual heft and ready-to-adopt policies,30 allowing busy legislators to keep the faults of state universities in the news. As the spread of anti-affirmative action provisions demonstrates, today’s new law in one state can become tomorrow’s proposal in another. The ease of communication—along with the network of advocacy groups—all but ensures that higher education law will continue changing in response to critics not content—or perhaps not politically able—to leave university administration to university administrators.

Indeed, as this Article documents, the impact of outside opinion on higher education law is increasing. Accordingly, while higher education observers have noticed effects of public opinion on law relevant to universities for some time now—California’s vote on Proposition 209 was back in 1996, after all, and Michigan voters approved Proposal 2 in 2006—the newly-heightened importance of outside opinion is underappreciated. Public opinion data shows a marked shift against higher education among Republicans since 2015.31 Further, the 2016 election cycle saw candidates win races nationwide after attacking higher education institutions on the stump. These candidates won state legislative seats, governorships, and positions in Congress.32 One won the White House. They and their staffs have surely noticed how voters responded to their criticism of universities.


29 See, e.g., Eric Kelderman, Quarrel at a Flagship Ignites a Battle with State Legislators, CHRON. HIGHER EDUC. (Nov. 30, 2017), https://www.chronicle.com/article/Quarrel-at-a-Flagship-Ignites/241943 [https://perma.cc/NC3D-V67J] (“State Sen. Steve Erdman is one of the legislators who wrote an opinion piece questioning whether conservative students are treated fairly at [Nebraska’s] flagship campus.”); see also id. (“Ronnie D. Green, chancellor of the [U]niversity [of Nebraska], fired back at lawmakers in a letter: . . . ‘To recklessly and falsely accuse the university as a whole of hostility toward a particular view appears to be an attempt to further a political agenda.’”).

30 See infra Sections III.D, I.A.iii.


32 For documentation of this phenomenon in the 2016 election cycle in Missouri, see Ben Trachtenberg, The 2013 University of Missouri Protests and their Lessons for Higher Education Policy
This Article argues that higher education law has entered a new period of increased legislative intervention in the operation of colleges and universities and that this trend is inspired in part by public and elite discontent with higher education. Further, it argues that recent intervention is not a temporary aberration but instead a phenomenon likely to grow. Part I reviews intervention at the state level, focusing on legislative acts and ballot initiatives. It addresses issues ranging from campus speech, to faculty tenure, to affirmative action, to the use of state budgets to close disfavored programs. Part II discusses federal intervention, including regulation by the U.S. Department of Education of how campuses respond to allegations of sexual harassment and sexual assault. It also highlights legislation enacted and debated by Congress during 2017 and 2018. Part III explores the sources of popular and elite dissatisfaction with higher education. After reviewing real problems that inspire justified anger, it explains how right-wing media create and amplify discontent, and it then uses polling data to quantify public sentiment. Part III concludes with a discussion of how advocacy institutes assist legislators in converting public discontent into legal changes. Part IV looks ahead, explaining why legislative intervention inspired by discontent with higher education is likely to remain an important part of the legal landscape and indeed may become more prominent. It also offers some thoughts on the challenges presented to colleges and universities by the new changing legal environment, as well as recommendations for how institutional leaders might respond.

I. UNIVERSITY GOVERNANCE BY STATE LEGISLATURES AND BALLOT INITIATIVES

This Part explores how state legislatures have shaped higher education law in response to popular and elite pressure. It then examines how in some states advocates have bypassed the legislature, bringing university governance directly to the people in the form of ballot initiatives and referenda. In particular, this Part tells the story of (1) how, in response to a largely imaginary campus free speech crisis, state legislatures have enacted laws regulating student conduct at public universities, (2) how legislatures have used state budgets to eliminate disfavored programs at public universities, (3) how legislatures have attacked tenure, and (4) how legislatures have reorganized university boards to ensure that trustees adopt desired policies. Moving next to initiatives and referenda presented to voters, this Part includes a discussion of how states have changed their laws concerning university admissions by prohibiting certain affirmative action policies. After reviewing state laws related to the treatment of unauthorized immigrant students, this Part concludes with a sampling of proposals that did not become law and may foreshadow future legislative enactments.

and Administration, 107 KY. L.J. 61, 106 (2018) [hereinafter Missouri Protests], for a discussion on Missouri candidates for state legislature, attorney general, and governor attacking state university.

By "elite," I mean members of the media, board members of advocacy institutes, government officials, and similarly placed persons.
A. The (Greatly Exaggerated) Campus Speech Crisis and Related Legislation

While American university campuses protect free speech better than almost any locations in the world, in recent years popular representations of campus life have increasingly depicted universities as hotbeds of censorship. The First Amendment requires that public universities permit expression commonly banned in other countries, and American private universities commonly assert their fidelity to the free-speech principles embodied in First Amendment law. The sort of expression that can get an American fired from most workplaces—for example, U.S. labor law generally allows employers to fire workers for voicing their political opinions—is protected on American campuses. (Indeed, I personally have worked to protect it at my own institution.) Despite a handful of incidents in which speakers have been shouted down and prevented from delivering campus lectures, along with an even smaller number of incidents involving violence, campuses nationwide host events at which speakers express views of all kinds, including those about hot-button topics such as abortion, Israel, criminal justice and police brutality, and immigration. Communists, anarchists, and fascists alike enjoy campus platforms, along with more mainstream representatives of Democratic and Republican politics, not to mention

34 Burnham v. Ianni, 119 F.3d 668, 674 (8th Cir. 1997) (en banc); Iota Xi Chapter of Sigma Chi Fraternity v. George Mason Univ., 993 F.2d 386, 393 (4th Cir. 1993); see Bowman v. White, 444 F.3d 967, 974 (8th Cir. 2006) (“[S]tate colleges and universities are not enclaves immune from the sweep of the First Amendment.” (quoting Healy v. James, 408 U.S. 169, 180 (1972))). See generally ERWIN CHEMERINSKY & HOWARD GILLMAN, FREE SPEECH ON CAMPUS (2017).


38 See Ben Trachtenberg, The Complexities of Shared Governance and Freedom of Speech, in LEADING COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES: LESSONS FROM HIGHER EDUCATION LEADERS 118–20 (Stephen Joel Trachtenberg et al. eds., 2018) [hereinafter Freedom of Speech] (discussing the steps taken at the University of Missouri to address free speech issues on campus).

39 See infra Section III.A (discussing genuine threats to free campus speech).
promoters of all sorts of religious beliefs. Reports of hostility toward free expression among today’s students are greatly exaggerated.40 Nonetheless, scholars on the right and left have attacked what they describe as a campus climate intolerant of unpopular speech and ideas.41 Newspaper columnists have decried the phenomena of political correctness and safe spaces, alleging that robust campus expression is increasingly at risk.42 Television and online media have attacked universities, highlighting perceived outrages and fomenting anger at university faculty and administrators.43 Media reports trumpet survey results indicating that today’s students lack First Amendment values and support censorship.44


44 Beckett, supra note 40 (“The way the survey results have been presented are ‘malpractice’ and ‘junk science’ and ‘it should never have appeared in the press’, according to Cliff Zukin, a former president of the American Association of Public Opinion Polling . . . .”). See COLL. PULSE & KNIGHT FOUND., FREEDOM EXPRESSION ON COLLEGE CAMPUSES 3 (May 2019), https://kf-site-production.s3.amazonaws.com/media_elements/files/000/000/351/original/Knight-CP-Report-FINAL.pdf. [https://perma.cc/RBF8-C7GZ] (“Findings show that despite widespread news coverage of campus protests, young people are generally supportive of free speech protections and
State legislators have responded with regulation. In some states, laws impose substantive regulations on how universities must protect free expression on campus. Other states, responding to popular depictions of angry students disrupting campus events, have mandated punishments for students interfering with the free expression of others.

**i. Substantive Laws Related to Campus Speech**

Between 2015 and 2018, several states enacted laws concerning speech on public university campuses, and legislatures in other states have considered similar legislation.\(^{45}\) States adopting new laws include Arizona, Colorado, Georgia, Missouri, North Carolina, Tennessee, Utah, and Virginia.\(^{46}\) Other states considering legislation include California, Michigan, Minnesota, Louisiana, Nebraska, Texas, Wisconsin, and Wyoming.\(^{47}\) Although the enacted bills are not identical, they possess similar features. This subpart reviews a sample.

**Missouri.** Enacted in 2015, Senate Bill 93, known as the Campus Free Expression Act,\(^{48}\) states that "outdoor areas of campuses of public institutions of higher education in this state shall be deemed traditional public forums."\(^{49}\) It allows institutions to "maintain and enforce reasonable time, place, and manner restrictions in service of a significant institutional interest only when such restrictions employ clear, published, content, and viewpoint-neutral criteria, and provide for ample alternative means of expression," and it requires that "such restrictions shall allow for members of the university community to spontaneously and contemporaneously assemble."\(^{50}\) The statutory phrase "traditional public forums" echoes language from U.S. Supreme Court opinions interpreting the First Amendment's "freedom of speech" clause.\(^{51}\) In a traditional public forum, "[r]easonable time, place, and manner regulations are permissible, and a content-based prohibition must be narrowly drawn to effectuate a compelling state interest."\(^{52}\) The Court has defined "traditional public fora" as places "like streets, sidewalks, and parks, which by custom have long been open for public assembly and discourse."\(^{53}\) In effect, the Missouri legislature imported First Amendment jurisprudence into a state statute limiting how public

---


\(^{46}\) Id.; see, e.g., COLO. REV. STAT. § 23-5-144(3)(a) (2017); GA. CODE ANN. § 20-3-48 (2018); VA. CODE ANN. § 23.1-401.1 (2018).

\(^{47}\) COLL. PULSE & KNIGHT FOUND., supra note 45, at 5–8.

\(^{48}\) 2015 Mo. Legis. Serv. S.B. 93 (West) (codified at MO. REV. STAT. § 173.1550 (2015)).

\(^{49}\) Id. MO. REV. STAT. § 173.1550(2) (2015).

\(^{50}\) Id.


\(^{52}\) Perry Educ. Ass'n, 460 U.S. at 46.

universities may restrict campus speech.54 In addition to whatever remedies might be available to someone whose First Amendment rights were violated by a public university, the Missouri statute also provides a state cause of action.55 Both the state attorney general and anyone “whose express rights were violated through the violation of” the statute may bring suit and a court may impose an injunction or award “compensatory damages, reasonable court costs, and attorney fees.”56

Beyond adding new avenues for enforcement, the Missouri statute imposes a burden on institutions to explain why any outdoor space on campus should not be treated like a traditional public forum.57 For example, the playing fields in most campus football stadiums are outdoors. Outdoor courtyards by university hospitals are likely covered by the phrase “outdoor areas of campuses,” and while those places probably are not “traditional public forums” under First Amendment law, the Missouri statute declares them to be so for purposes of the act.58 Accordingly, universities cannot regulate expressive activity—such as a protest on the football field or in a hospital courtyard—without engaging in the sort of justifications for time, place, and manner restrictions normally associated with parks and sidewalks.59 States adopting similar statutes may eventually develop their own bodies of law on how to evaluate such campus restrictions.

North Carolina. The Restore/Preserve Campus Free Speech Act,60 which became law in 2017, required the Board of Governors of the University of North Carolina61 to “develop and adopt a policy on free expression” and further required that the policy contain several specific provisions.62 Mandatory provisions included a statement that each “constituent institution [of the university] must strive to ensure

55 § 173.1550(5).
56 Id. See Freedom of Speech, supra note 38, at 119–20, 125, for information on how the University of Missouri amended its policies partly to ensure compliance with the statute. See H.B. 213, 94th Gen. Assemb., Reg. Sess. (Mo. 2007), for a previous bill that passed the Missouri House but not the Senate, which would have required public higher education institutions to prepare “an annual report describing steps taken by each institution to ensure intellectual diversity, which must be posted on the institution’s website” and would have mandated the creation of a new system for receiving student complaints.
57 § 173.1550(2).
58 See id.
59 See id. (“The outdoor areas of campuses of public institutions of higher education in this state shall be deemed traditional public forums. Public institutions of higher education may maintain and enforce reasonable time, place, and manner restrictions in service of a significant institutional interest only when such restrictions employ clear, published, content, and viewpoint-neutral criteria, and provide for ample alternative means of expression.”).
the fullest degree of intellectual freedom and free expression,” that in keeping with “First Amendment jurisprudence, including any reasonable time, place, and manner restrictions adopted by a constituent institution, campuses of the constituent institutions are open to any speaker whom students, student groups, or members of the faculty have invited,” and that “[i]t is not the proper role of any constituent institution to shield individuals from speech protected by the First Amendment, including, without limitation, ideas and opinions they find unwelcome, disagreeable, or even deeply offensive.”\textsuperscript{63} The statute also required that the Board create a “Committee on Free Expression,” which must report annually to the legislature on topics such as “any barriers to or disruptions of free expression within the constituent institutions” and “the administrative handling and discipline relating to these disruptions or barriers.”\textsuperscript{64} Further, the statute mandates that the university conduct a “freshman orientation” at each campus that includes “a section describing the policies regarding free expression consistent with” the statute.\textsuperscript{65}

\textit{Virginia.} In 2017, Virginia enacted House Bill 1401,\textsuperscript{66} which states “[c]except as otherwise permitted by the First Amendment to the United States Constitution, no public institution of higher education shall abridge the constitutional freedom of any individual, including enrolled students, faculty and other employees, and invited guests, to speak on campus.”\textsuperscript{67}

As the three examples above indicate, state laws concerning campus speech tend to prohibit the sort of interference with free speech that is already barred by the First Amendment. Some statutes however, go further. For example, by defining outdoor spaces on campuses as “traditional public forums,” the Missouri statute extends the principles embodied in First Amendment case law to at least some land that otherwise would not have been covered—those spaces that would not have been deemed “traditional public forums” under Supreme Court precedent but are within the scope of the statute. It also adds a state cause of action to whatever remedies might already have been available under Section 1983.\textsuperscript{68} Further, the North Carolina statute imposes a reporting requirement, along with a freshman orientation mandate, that would not otherwise have existed.

\textsuperscript{63} Id.

\textsuperscript{64} Id. § 116-301. See Univ. N.C. Sys.: Comm. on Univ. Governance, 2017–2018 Report on Free Speech and Free Expression Within the University (Sept. 12, 2018), https://www.northcarolina.edu/sites/default/files/2017-2018_report_on_free_speech_and_free_expression_within_the_university.pdf

\textsuperscript{65} Id. § 116-302 (2017).


\textsuperscript{68} 42 U.S.C. § 1983 (2018) (“Every person who, under color of any statute, ordinance, regulation, custom, or usage, of any State or Territory or the District of Columbia, subjects, or causes to be subjected, any citizen of the United States or other person within the jurisdiction thereof to the deprivation of any rights, privileges, or immunities secured by the Constitution and laws, shall be liable to the party injured in an action at law, suit in equity, or other proper proceeding for redress . . . .”).
ii. Laws Requiring Discipline of Students Who Disrupt Campus Speech

Beyond supporting free speech on campus by prohibiting universities from restricting it, some states have mandated specific penalties for students who interfere with free expression. Such statutes take state legislatures deep into the weeds of university policy. At the universities covered by these statutes, institutional leaders remain free to set penalties they deem appropriate for conduct such as plagiarism, sexual assault, vandalism, substance abuse, and theft. For the disruption of campus speech, however, leaders must take direction from elected officials.

*Wisconsin.* In response to a legislative proposal introduced but not enacted, the Board of Regents of the University of Wisconsin System adopted a “Commitment to Academic Freedom and Freedom of Expression” policy in 2017. Pursuant to the policy, “[a] formal investigation and disciplinary hearing is required the second time a formal complaint alleges a student has engaged in violent or other disorderly misconduct that materially and substantially disrupted the free expression of others.” A student “who has twice been found responsible for misconduct that materially and substantially disrupted the free expression of others at any time during the student’s enrollment shall be suspended for a minimum of one semester,” and a student “who has thrice been found responsible . . . shall be expelled.”

Wisconsin’s policy also contains substantive provisions about campus speech similar to those described above. For example, the policy limits the restrictions that institutions may impose on free expression (invoking First Amendment principles related to “time, place, and manner” restrictions), and it includes a broad endorsement of the value of free speech.

*North Carolina.* In addition to the provisions already discussed, North Carolina’s Restore/Preserve Campus Free Speech Act, enacted in 2017, required state universities to:

[I]mplement a range of disciplinary sanctions for anyone under the jurisdiction of a constituent institution who substantially disrupts the functioning of the constituent institution or substantially interferes with the protected free expression rights of others, including protests and
demonstrations that infringe upon the rights of others to engage in and listen to expressive activity when the expressive activity has been scheduled pursuant to this policy or is located in a nonpublic forum.76

Pursuant to the UNC Policy Manual approved after the enactment of the state statute, discipline is mandated for students who “substantially interfere[] with the protected free expression rights of others.”77 The policy creates a presumption that specific punishments will be imposed on recidivists.78

Georgia. In 2018, Georgia enacted Senate Bill 339, which requires that:

[T]he board of regents shall establish a range of disciplinary sanctions for anyone under the jurisdiction of the state institution of higher learning who is found by his or her conduct to have interfered with the board of regents’ regulations and policies relevant to free speech and expression on the campus of each such institution.79

A prior version of the bill was more specific, requiring that “any student who has twice been found responsible for infringing upon the expressive rights of others shall be suspended for a minimum of one year or expelled[].”80

iii. The Genesis of Campus Speech Laws

It may well be appropriate for a university to expel a student twice (or thrice) found responsible for substantial interference with the free expression of others on campus. It does not necessarily follow, however, that this level of detail of university policy should be regulated by the state legislature. One might wonder how state representatives would be inspired to propose such laws. One answer is that advocacy institutes (sometimes known as think tanks) have drafted model bills that they encourage states to enact.

For example, the punishment provision contained in the version of Georgia Senate Bill 339 initially introduced—requiring that the state university enact the educational version of a mandatory minimum sentence—echoes a model bill published by the Goldwater Institute, a conservative organization headquartered in Arizona.81 The Goldwater model bill appears in a report titled “Campus Free Speech: A Legislative Proposal.”82 Section 1.9 of the proposed “Campus Free

78 Id. § 1300.8(VII)(A)(1) (“Any third finding of a material and substantial disruption or substantial interference shall presumptively result in an expulsion of the student . . . .”).
79 GA. CODE ANN. § 20-3-48(b) (2018).
81 About The Goldwater Institute, GOLDWATER INST., https://goldwaterinstitute.org/about/ [https://perma.cc/Q4MF-DKLX].
Speech Act” provides that “[a]ny student who has twice been found responsible for infringing the expressive rights of others will be suspended for a minimum of one year, or expelled.” This is not a coincidence. Several portions of the initial bill text were taken from the Goldwater model text. Between Senate Bill 339’s introduction and enactment, the section concerning student discipline was amended to give greater discretion to Georgia public university officials, in contrast with the mandatory minimum punishments adopted by the Wisconsin regents. The Goldwater model also inspired the North Carolina law discussed above, as is explained in a National Review article in which a co-author of the model thanks the lieutenant governor for his support and laments various ways in which university leaders managed to “weaken” the bill before its enactment, including the removal of “the provision that would have mandated suspension for students twice found responsible for silencing others.”

Similarly, the Missouri statute designating outdoor university property as “traditional public forums” is modeled on the “Campus Free Expression Act” promoted by the Foundation for Individual Rights in Education (FIRE). Indeed, the Missouri law is named the “Campus Free Expression Act.” FIRE also touts its work related to a Virginia statute, which limits regulation of “student speech that occurs in the outdoor areas of the institution’s campus.” Other advocacy institutes, while not producing model statutes or participating directly in the legislative process, helped create a sense of urgency about campus speech and provided support for those seeking to enact policy changes. The role of advocacy

---

83 Id. at 20.
84 Compare S.B. 339 (stating that “in all disciplinary cases involving expressive conduct, students shall be entitled to a disciplinary hearing under published procedures, including, at minimum . . .” and listing seven specific rights), with KURTZ ET AL., supra note 82, at 20 (stating that “[i]n all disciplinary cases involving expressive conduct, students are entitled to a disciplinary hearing under published procedures, including, at minimum . . .” and listing the same seven rights).
85 Compare S.B. 339, with GA. CODE ANN. § 20-3-48(b) (2018). The initial Georgia bill contained other provisions taken from the Goldwater model bill that did not end up in the enacted version of the law. Compare S.B. 339 (“The board of regents shall create a Committee on Free Expression, consisting of no fewer than 15 members.”), with KURTZ ET AL., supra note 82, at 21 (“The Board of Trustees of the state university system shall create a single Committee on Free Expression consisting of no less than 15 members.”), and S.B. 339 (amending definitions of “peer-on-peer harassment” and “quid pro quo sexual harassment” to match Section 4(c) of the Goldwater text), and KURTZ ET AL., supra note 82, at 21–22.
89 § 173.1550(1).
institutes in transforming public opinion into law and policy is discussed below in
greater detail, as is the formation of public opinion on this subject more generally. Advocacy institutes’ activity related to higher education law has much in common
with their activity related to other areas of law, such as abortion bills, minimum wage
legislation (either raising the minimum wage or preventing municipalities from
doing so), and school vouchers.

B. State Budgets and Unpopular University Programs

Public universities receive billions of dollars annually from state budgets, and
control of these appropriations provides a powerful tool for influencing university
policy. For example, legislators concerned about a shortage of medical professionals
in part of a state can provide a public university with extra money to train doctors
and dentists in an area that administrators might otherwise ignore. They can also
ensure the location of campuses in places that please a broad array of stakeholders,
or at least a few powerful ones. They can promote teaching and research related to
subjects important to the state’s culture and economy. Politics has always been part
of state higher education funding, as is only fair and reasonable. If state taxpayers
are to fund the universities, their elected representatives have every right to guide
how the money is spent.

Because political influence on public university spending is neither new nor
necessarily objectionable, it can be difficult to discern when such influence manifests
popular discontent instead of ordinary horse trading. Money spent in one legislator’s

[https://perma.cc/US9W-Q67R] (stating that “[f]reedom of expression is threatened on today’s college
 campuses” and cheering laws such as the North Carolina statute discussed above while noting that “22
other states are considering similar legislation”); JOYCE LEE MALCOLM, ACTA: AM. COUNCIL TRS. &
ALUMNI, GUARDING THE FREEDOM TO SPEAK, FREEDOM TO HEAR 1, 6, 14 (Oct. 2018),
[https://perma.cc/876F-HVCC] (stating that “freedom [of speech] is under attack on a disturbingly large
number of our nation’s campuses” and recommending that institutions adopt speech rules approved by
FIRE).

93 See infra Section III.D.
94 See infra Part III.
95 See, e.g., Rudi Keller, Missouri House Budget Plan Offers Relief for Higher Education, COLUM.
DAILY TRIB. (Mar. 7, 2018, 6:35 PM), https://www.columbiatribune.com/news/20180307/missouri-
house-budget-plan-offers-relief-for-higher-education [https://perma.cc/CLN7-2NDF].
96 See, e.g., W. BRUCE LESLIE ET AL., SIXTY-FOUR CAMPUSES—ONE UNIVERSITY: THE STORY OF
SUNY (2016); BRUCE M. STAVE ET AL., RED BRICK IN THE LAND OF STEADY HABITS: CREATING THE
placed its medical and dental schools in suburban Farmington instead of closer to large hospitals); Matt
Carroll, Penn State Receives Approval for Separate Law Schools at Carlisle, University Park, CENTRE
DAILY TIMES (June 18, 2014, 10:05 AM), https://www.centredaily.com/news/local/education/penn-
state/article42855297.html (reporting the university’s plan to continue operating two fully accredited law
schools at separate locations, rather than consolidating operations). Consider also Rutgers Law School,
which operates one school with locations in Camden and Newark. One Rutgers Law, RUTGERS L. SCH.,
https://law.rutgers.edu/one-rutgers-law [https://perma.cc/RA5S-S7YC].
97 Common examples include agriculture and veterinary medicine.
98 See, e.g., DEAN O. SMITH, MANAGING THE RESEARCH UNIVERSITY 91–94 (2011) (discussing
political intervention in university spending decisions); Missouri Protests, supra note 32, at 66 (describing
how a state senator delivered the University of Missouri to his constituency in Columbia).
district cannot be spent elsewhere. Support for agriculture consumes money otherwise potentially available for dentistry or music. The lack of funding for a particular program need not signal anything wrong—real or even imagined—with the unfunded program and may merely indicate that someone else had better connections. Nonetheless, recent high-profile decisions by state legislatures to cut disfavored budgets indicate something different from the usual political process.

Tennessee. A stark example arose when the Tennessee legislature passed a 2016 law reallocating about $445,882 within the budget of the University of Tennessee-Knoxville.\(^99\) Although not an especially large sum in the context of the University of Tennessee System’s $1.375 billion annual budget (of which nearly $499 million comes from state appropriations),\(^100\) the reallocation represented a repudiation of the administration. House Bill 2248 provided: “All funds in the budget of the office for diversity and inclusion at the University of Tennessee, Knoxville, for fiscal year 2016-2017, shall be reallocated in the university’s budget and used by the university solely for scholarships to be awarded through a minority engineering scholarship program.”\(^101\) In addition, the law prohibited the use of university funds “to promote the use of gender neutral pronouns, to promote or inhibit the celebration of religious holidays, or to fund or support sex week.”\(^102\) Although the effects on the university could have been far more severe—earlier proposals would have cut millions of dollars from the budget\(^103\)—the law nonetheless caused real disruption. Rickey Hall, the University of Tennessee’s vice chancellor for diversity and inclusion, promptly departed for a job in Seattle.\(^104\) Students protested, and university officials had to find creative solutions to keep programs open.\(^105\)

The genesis of this legislation will not surprise readers. After years of complaining about “Sex Week,” “a wide-ranging set of events, programs and discussion panels—some with salacious titles—on sexuality, preventing sexual assaults and sexually transmitted diseases and other topics, including sexual abstinence,”\(^106\) legislators became enraged upon discovering a diversity office newsletter item related to gender-neutral pronouns\(^107\) and a blog post on the


\(^102\) Id.

\(^103\) Id.


\(^105\) See Locker, supra note 99 (quoting the UT chancellor saying, “[t]he Pride Center will remain a gathering place for students but it will no longer be staffed by university employees”).

\(^106\) Id.

\(^107\) Id. ("It noted that some prefer pronouns such as ‘xe,’ ‘xym’ and ‘xyr.’").
importance of inclusive holiday celebrations.\textsuperscript{108} Lawmakers called on Knoxville Chancellor Jimmy Cheek to resign, and the state’s entire Republican delegation to the U.S. Congress denounced the holiday guidance.\textsuperscript{109} Cheek announced his retirement approximately one month after the diversity-budget bill became law.\textsuperscript{110} Chances are, the administrators hired to succeed Chancellor Cheek and Vice Chancellor Hall—who moved to Seattle when his office was defunded—will run a more circumspect operation.

\textit{North Carolina.} A half-million-dollar 2017 budget cut at the University of North Carolina School of Law further illustrates the risks of offending the political sensibilities of legislators. The cut represented a compromise—an earlier proposal would have cut $4 million—and arose from objections about legal clinics operated by UNC Law.\textsuperscript{111} As the legislature considered the proposed cut, the university’s board was reviewing the law school’s Center for Civil Rights, which was “privately funded, represent[ed] low-income, minority clients and ha[d] sued local entities in the past.”\textsuperscript{112} Two years earlier the board had closed the law school’s Center on Poverty, Work and Opportunity, which had been led by a former dean who clashed with Republican politicians.\textsuperscript{113} Subsequently the board voted to prohibit the Center for Civil Rights from conducting litigation on behalf of clients, leading to the firing of two staff attorneys.\textsuperscript{114} In other words, even though the university’s governing board was already conducting a years-long attack on the school’s social justice activities,\textsuperscript{115} the legislature cut $500,000 from the budget of the state’s flagship law school.\textsuperscript{116} The law school’s battles with the board and the legislature have complicated fundraising efforts, as well as the provision of clinical education.\textsuperscript{117} UNC Law has a very strong reputation in North Carolina and nationwide, and its

---

\textsuperscript{108} Id. (describing a “memo that suggested—but did not require—ways to make non-Christian university employees feel welcome at holiday office parties on campus” and warned against holding a “Christmas party in disguise”).


\textsuperscript{112} Id.

\textsuperscript{113} Id. Center for Civil Rights Co-Director Mark Dorosin also involved himself in politics directly, by winning a seat on his county’s Board of County Commissioners. See \textit{Mark Dorosin, ORANGE COUNTY: N.C.}, https://www.orangecountync.gov/1001/Mark-Dorosin [https://perma.cc/HG6Y-ZSP6].


\textsuperscript{115} See id. (“The center’s lawyers and law students have taken on cases of school desegregation, fair housing and environmental justice. Its clients have typically been poor and minority groups, such as rural neighborhoods battling for municipal water and sewer service.”).

\textsuperscript{116} Stancill, \textit{supra} note 111.

\textsuperscript{117} See Stancill, \textit{supra} note 114.
leaders will weather this storm. That said, a vindictive budget cut during a difficult period in legal education cannot be helpful.

The UNC Law cut occurred during the unexpectedly tumultuous and unexpectedly brief tenure of UNC President Margaret Spellings. Despite being a Republican who served as Secretary of Education under President George W. Bush, Spellings struggled to establish a good working relationship with her board, which was dominated by Republicans with close ties to the state legislature. Spellings announced her departure less than three years into her five-year contract. Board members and faculty worried after her 2018 retirement announcement that because of difficulties created by the legislature and board, UNC may have trouble attracting top candidates to replace Spellings. Since January 2019, the system has employed an interim president.

Louisiana. Even private universities are not immune from legislative pressure aimed at unpopular programs. At Tulane University, the Tulane Environmental Law Clinic has worked since 1989 to provide students with real legal experience and to offer representation to low-income clients. In 2010, the state senate considered Senate Bill 549, which would have prohibited legal clinics at universities receiving any state funding from either suing government agencies or suing individuals or businesses for money. The bill received national attention, in part because of actions by the Louisiana Chemical Association, which urged its members to impose "sanctions" on Tulane in response to work done by the clinic. When the Deepwater Horizon disaster provided new evidence of how corporate irresponsibility can harm the environment, however, it became especially difficult to argue against the clinic, much less that Tulane should forfeit $44 million in state funding "specifically dedicated to medical research and health care services" because of the clinic's legal
work.126 The bill ultimately died in the state’s Senate Commerce Committee.127 Nonetheless, its introduction, along with the backing of powerful corporate interests, demonstrates the vulnerability of even private institutions to attacks by sufficiently motivated state legislators.

C. The Ongoing Assault on Tenure

For many university faculty members, the relative job security provided by “tenure” adds important value to their overall compensation.128 Tenured professors are difficult to fire. While they may not have the “job for life” commonly imagined, they normally cannot be removed from their positions without adequate cause.129 They can express unpopular opinions, both about their research and the governance of their universities. The costs and benefits of tenure have been debated for generations,130 with occasional calls for its abolition or major reform. Concurrently, the percentage of university classes taught by tenured faculty has plummeted, with more and more university faculty holding appointments with less job security.131 The increasing proportion of faculty who are not on the tenure track is a perennial subject of concern among academics.132 To simplify a complicated story: Tenure is an important part of the modern American university, and despite sensible criticisms of its effects, universities across America have maintained it and consider it an essential

---


127 Id.


129 Brown & Kurland, supra note 128, at 325. The cause normally involves some sort of serious misconduct by the faculty member or serious financial exigency on the part of the institution, of the kind that leads to the closing of programs. Id. at 328, 342, 346–47.

130 See generally, e.g., RICHARD HOFSTADTER & WALTER P. METZGER, THE DEVELOPMENT OF ACADEMIC FREEDOM IN THE UNITED STATES (1st ed. 1955) (arguing tenure is a necessary means to academic freedom); ROGER KIMBALL, TENURED RADICALS: HOW POLITICS HAS CORRUPTED OUR HIGHER EDUCATION (1st ed. 1990); PAGE SMITH, KILLING THE SPIRIT: HIGHER EDUCATION IN AMERICA (1990) (arguing tenure protects professors accused of moral shortcomings more than their academic freedom); David M. Rabban, The Regrettable Underenforcement of Incompetence as Cause to Dismiss Tenured Faculty, 91 IND. L.J. 39 (2015) (arguing academic freedom is in fact compromised by reluctance to fire tenured professors).


132 E.g., Data Snapshot: Contingent Faculty in US Higher Ed, AAUP: AM. ASS’N U. PROFESSORS, https://www.aaup.org/sites/default/files/10112018%20Data%20Snapshot%20Tenure.pdf [https://perma.cc/R2Y-BWZX] (“As the AAUP and others have documented over the past decades, the percentage of faculty that are off the tenure track has been steadily increasing.”).
tool for recruiting and retaining a portion of their faculties. At the same time, that portion with tenure is shrinking.133

Wisconsin. In 2015, Governor Scott Walker signed legislation reducing the tenure protections available at public universities in Wisconsin.134 Part of a bill that also cut $250 million from the state’s higher education budget, the tenure provision allowed the university system’s regents to write a new tenure policy for the system.135 Under the new law, the regents would have authority to dismiss any faculty member, with or without tenure, “when such an action is deemed necessary due to a budget or program decision requiring program discontinuance, curtailment, modification, or redirection.” Then, in March 2016, the Board of Regents adopted its new tenure policy.137 Although financial exigency has traditionally been a justification for laying off tenured faculty members, the need to “modify” or “redirect” a program is a far lower bar.138 Uncertainty and disappointment caused by the legislation and the new board policy created opportunities for other universities to recruit professors away from Wisconsin. Faculty had suffered a reduction in compensation—a loss of whatever their prior tenure protections were worth beyond the value of the new, lesser protections—with no corresponding pay increase. Some faculty left, and the flagship Madison campus estimated that it spent nearly $9 million to retain faculty who received outside job offers between July and December 2015.139 Observers of Wisconsin politics described the new tenure rules in the context of other actions taken by Walker that won praise among conservatives. Calling the tenure change the final item in a “conservative trifecta,” one reporter wrote that after defeating public-sector unions and weakening private section unions, “the Wisconsin Republican is staring down another conservative target: college professors.”140

133 Martin J. Finkelstein et al., The Faculty Factor: Reassessing the American Academy in a Turbulent Era 58 (2016).
135 Id. Tenure had previously been defined and protected by state statute. See id.
tenure move won Walker praise from commentators already hostile toward the professoriate. Writing in *The American Thinker*, Bruce Walker wrote:

Walter is proposing to end tenure in the state university system. Predictably, the overpaid and underworked professorial class is screeching about the loss of academic freedom. These are the same clowns who regularly intimidate conservative students in their classes, who exclude qualified conservatives from the very tenure they are defending, and who participate in keeping conservative speakers off campuses.¹⁴¹

Governor Walker also criticized Wisconsin professors, albeit in less insulting language. Speaking in favor of the tenure bill, he said, “maybe it’s time for faculty and staff to start thinking about teaching more classes and doing more work.”¹⁴²

*Kentucky.* In 2018, the Kentucky legislature inserted a provision into the state budget that reduced tenure protections at public universities in the state.¹⁴³ Inserted near the end of a contentious state budget process,¹⁴⁴ the provision stated that public colleges and universities:

[M]ay reduce the number of faculty, including tenured faculty, when the reduction is a result of the Board discontinuing or modifying an academic program upon determining that program changes are in the university’s or college’s best interest due to low enrollment, financial feasibility, budgetary constraints, or declaration of financial exigency.¹⁴⁵

The bill stated that affected faculty members would receive “ten days’ notice” and that “[t]he provisions of this section supersede any and all policies governing the faculty employment approved by a Board of Regents or Board of Trustees.”¹⁴⁶ Like the Wisconsin policy that received so much more media attention,¹⁴⁷ the Kentucky


¹⁴⁵ H.B. 200.

¹⁴⁶ Id.

¹⁴⁷ Perhaps the Kentucky policy received less attention because the state’s governor was not running for president. Also, the bill was enacted over his veto (for reasons unrelated to the tenure provision), and reporters were focused on provisions related to elementary and secondary school spending. See Bruce
language allows dismissal of faculty under circumstances far less grave (and far less rare) than the traditional "declaration of financial exigency" that has historically been a limitation on the protection of tenure. Decisions to "modify" programs because of "budgetary constraints" are part of the annual budget process at universities. Such decisions normally do not trigger the ability to dismiss tenured professors.  

D. Reorganizing University Boards to Achieve Policy Goals

Even the most active state legislatures and governors cannot manage the day-to-day operations of public universities. Authority to govern universities is vested in boards of trustees, who then delegate much of that power to presidents, chancellors, and subordinate officers. Trustees, volunteers who serve part time, have the power to hire and fire presidents. Although trustees cannot oversee day-to-day decisions, their ability to fire the chief executive provides them with significant influence over any matter about which they may have special interest.

Recognizing the power of university boards, state politicians have acted occasionally to empower coalitions with political power at a particular moment to reorganize public boards of trustees. State constitutions and statutes often provide rules for the appointment of trustees. For example, a governor might appoint trustees with the consent of the state senate. Often, the terms of trustees are staggered, which limits the ability of any one governor or temporary legislative majority to quickly reconstitute a board with political allies. With sufficient time, however, a political faction able to consistently win elections can eventually reshape a board. Sometimes, however, politicians do not wish to wait, and they amend the rules to allow more rapid change.

This section reviews recent examples of state elected officials acting to change the process by which university board members are appointed, allowing them to quickly select members ready to enact policy changes desired by the elected officials.

Schreiner & Adam Beam, Teacher Victory: Kentucky Lawmakers Override Budget Veto, ASSOCIATED PRESS (Apr. 13, 2018), https://www.apnews.com/5fe98a38b7d44c3aaac36e80bd55ac6c ("With the chants of hundreds of teachers ringing in their ears, Kentucky lawmakers voted Friday to override the Republican governor’s veto of a two-year state budget that increases public education spending with the help of a more than $480 million tax increase.").

See Jaschik, supra note 144 (noting that under the new law, "public universities could dismiss tenured faculty members due to program changes or eliminations, not just the traditional reasons related to serious misconduct or failure to perform their jobs, or an institution being on the verge of financial collapse").


See SCOTT, supra note 149, at 53.

E.g., LA. CONST. art. VIII, § 6; OKLA. STAT. tit. 70, § 3431 (2019).

E.g., tit. 70, § 3431.

Similar systems of staggered terms exist at the state and federal level for agencies and boards of various kinds. For example, the Securities and Exchange Commission has five commissioners appointed by the President with consent of the Senate. 15 U.S.C. § 78d(a) (2018). Each commissioner has a five-year term, with one term expiring each year. Id.
Tennessee. In 2016, Tennessee enacted the Focus on College and University Success (FOCUS) Act, which removed six public universities from the supervision of the Tennessee Board of Regents (TBR). The TBR governs one of the state’s two public university systems and before the enactment of the FOCUS Act, it included Austin Peay State University, East Tennessee State University, University of Memphis, Middle Tennessee State University, Tennessee State University, and Tennessee Technological University. The TBR system now includes forty community colleges and technical colleges. Under the FOCUS Act, the six universities removed from the TBR system have their own boards, and Governor Bill Haslam appointed the overwhelming majority of their members. Reasonable theorists of higher education governance can and do disagree about whether schools like Memphis and Austin Peay are better off independent or collected within a system that includes dozens of community and technical colleges. It cannot be disputed, however, that the method by which the six universities left the TBR system allowed the governor to promptly pack each institution’s boards with members of his choosing.

Then, in 2018, Governor Haslam signed the UT FOCUS Act, which reorganized the board of trustees of the University of Tennessee system. The law reduced the size of the UT board from twenty-seven members to twelve, and Haslam then appointed ten members of the new board. The law also created a new advisory board for each UT campus, with most members selected by the governor.


155 The other system, the University of Tennessee system, has its own board. UT Board of Trustees, U. TENN., https://trustees.tennessee.edu/ [https://perma.cc/B6PT-K529].

156 Roberts, supra note 154.


158 E.g., Roberts, supra note 154 ("[Memphis’s] new 10-member board will take over July 1, 2017. Haslam will appoint eight of the nine voting members. A process agreed on by the university senate and president will be used to name the ninth. The tenth member will be a nonvoting student position.").


161 Id.; see also TENN. CODE ANN. § 49-9-202 (2018).

people v. their universities

Kentucky. On June 17, 2016, Kentucky Governor Matthew Bevin issued executive orders reconstituting the board of trustees of the University of Louisville, a public university. The first order abolished and then re-created the board of trustees and the second June 17 order established an interim board of trustees. The first order stated that “the University of Louisville has recently been involved in several high-profile incidents that have cast the institution in a negative light” and concluded that “the administration of the University of Louisville and the members of its Board of Trustees have become operationally dysfunctional.” Citing statutory authority to restructure state boards, the order then stated that the twenty-member “University of Louisville Board of Trustees . . . is abolished” with the terms of all board members ending immediately. Next, the board was “recreated” with thirteen members, ten of whom would be appointed by the governor.

On the same day, Governor Bevin appointed an interim board of trustees with three members, and, two weeks later, he appointed ten regular members of the board. Around the same time, the Governor announced that James Ramsey, who had served as Louisville’s president since 2002, would step down.

The state attorney general sued, alleging that Governor Bevin exceeded his authority when he abolished and recreated the board. Attorney General Andy Beshear is a Democrat, and Governor Bevin is a Republican. Further, Beshear’s
father, Steve Beshear, served as governor from 2007 to 2015.173 Andy Beshear ran against Bevin for governor in 2019, winning a narrow victory as the only Kentucky Democrat elected that year statewide.174 The fight over the governor’s power to reorganize the Louisville Board is accordingly linked to the larger political battles of the state.

While the lawsuit was ongoing, the state legislature enacted a new law that “provides a specific statutory path for a governor to disband and reconstitute a university’s governing board and creates a process for the removal of individual members of a university’s governing board.”175 The Supreme Court of Kentucky then held that the new statutory authority mooted the attorney general’s challenge to the governor’s prior executive orders.176 Both Bevin and Beshear claimed victory.177 Bevin’s win was more straightforward; the court dismissed the lawsuit and allowed the governor’s new board to continue its service. Beshear announced more of a moral victory, stating that the Court “found that the General Assembly bailed [Bevin] out.”178

State Coordinating Boards. In other states, governors have sought to use state coordinating boards to achieve their higher education policy goals. Statewide boards offer a tool to influence decisions at campuses and systems that have their own boards.179 In California for example, Governor Gavin Newsom promised to create an updated version of the California Postsecondary Education Commission, which his predecessor had abolished in 2011 to save money.180 Jared Polis, the new governor of Colorado, proposed strengthening his state’s existing Commission on Higher Education.181 States vary in whether they have statewide coordinating boards to supervise their public universities, and different states with such boards grant them

---

175 Bevin v. Beshear, 526 S.W.3d 89, 90 (Ky. 2017).
176 Id. at 90–91 ("[W]e hold that intervening statutory law enacted by the General[] Assembly has rendered moot the legal issues decided by the circuit court."); see also KY. REV. STAT. ANN. § 12.028 (West 2019) (concerning authority of governor to reorganize board); S.B. 12, 2017 Gen. Assemb., Reg. Sess. (Ky. 2017) (reorganizing Louisville board in manner consistent with prior executive orders).
178 Id.
180 Id.; see also Larry Gordon, California Higher Education Leaders have High Hopes for Newsom’s Spending Plans, Mercury News (Jan. 6, 2019, 6:00 AM), https://www.mercurynews.com/2019/01/06/california-higher-education-leaders-have-high-hopes-for-newsoms-spending-plans/[https://perma.cc/SJ5E-2QEN].
181 Toppo, supra note 179.
varying levels of authority. If a governor cannot quickly replace board members at individual universities, coordinating boards could be an attractive alternative, particularly if a governor can create a new board and thereby appoint all the members at once.

E. Banning Affirmative Action at the Ballot Box

As discussed in the Introduction, voters in multiple states have approved ballot initiatives prohibiting the consideration of race in public higher education admissions. Unlike some of the issues discussed above—such as the organization of university governing boards—public opinion on the question of affirmative action has been well documented for years. The polling data accord with the results of the ballot initiatives: Solid majorities tell pollsters that they oppose the consideration of race by admissions officers.

Although survey respondents are more likely than not to support “affirmative action for racial minorities,” with fifty-four to fifty-eight percent indicating approval, that support evaporates when pollsters ask more specific questions. Working with Inside Higher Ed, Gallup conducted a poll in the wake of the Supreme Court’s 2016 decision in Fisher v. University of Texas. The question asked was: “The Supreme Court recently ruled on a case that confirms that colleges can consider the race or ethnicity of students when making decisions on who to admit to the college. Overall, do you approve or disapprove of the Supreme Court’s decision?” Participants disapproved by a vote of sixty-five to thirty-one percent.

The poll also asked respondents about a variety of factors that a university might consider when making admissions decisions, including high school grades, test scores, athletic ability, family economic circumstances, race, gender, and having a parent who is a graduate of the institution. Consideration of race and gender both

---

182 See supra notes 4–21 and accompanying text.


184 Newport, supra note 183.


186 Newport, supra note 185.

187 Id.

had less support than preferences for athletes and legacies. For each factor, respondents were asked if it should be a “major factor,” a “minor factor,” or considered “not at all.” While white respondents were especially likely to oppose consideration of race, majorities of black and Hispanic respondents also opposed it.

Gallup has also surveyed about consideration of race in college admissions without mentioning a Supreme Court decision. Four times between 2003 and 2016, Gallup asked the following question:

Which comes closer to your view about evaluating students for admission into a college or university—[ROTATED: applicants should be admitted solely on the basis of merit, even if that results in few minority students being admitted (or) an applicant’s racial and ethnic background should be considered to help promote diversity on college campuses, even if that means admitting some minority students who otherwise would not be admitted]?192

The “solely on merit” option is far more popular, with survey respondents choosing it at rates between sixty-seven and seventy percent during each administration of the poll.193

Public opinion on race-conscious admissions differs markedly from the mainstream consensus of American university administrators. While the Fisher case was pending, the president of the University of California, along with the chancellors of the UC campuses, submitted an amicus brief in support of the University of Texas. The UC administrators noted that because of California’s state law prohibiting race-conscious admission measures, “UC provides a compelling illustration of the broader educational context in which race-neutral and race-conscious policies must be evaluated.”195 Arguing that UC’s best efforts to recruit a diverse student body without considering the race of its applicants “have proven to be ineffective alternatives,” the brief urged the Court to allow other public institutions to continue considering race. Harvard University also submitted a brief supporting the University of Texas, noting that “Justice Powell cited with approval the ‘Harvard College Admissions Program’ in his influential opinion in Regents of

---

189 Id. Support for preferences for athletes and legacies may suffer as a result of the recent “Varsity Blues” admissions scandal. It will be worth watching whether any legislation results—for example, prohibiting state institutions from offering admissions preferences to children of donors.
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194 Brief of the President and the Chancellors of the University of California as Amici Curiae in Support of Respondents, Fisher v. Univ. of Tex., 136 S. Ct. 2198 (2016) (No. 14-981).

195 Id. at 2–3.

the University of California v. Bakke, 438 U.S. 265, 322 (1978)." Harvard summarized its argument as follows:

It is more apparent now than ever that maintaining a diverse student body is essential to Harvard's goals of providing its students with the most robust educational experience possible on campus and preparing its graduates to thrive in a complex and stunningly diverse nation and world. These goals, moreover, are not held by Harvard alone, but are shared by many other universities that, like Harvard, have seen through decades of experience the transformative importance of student body diversity on the educational process. This Court should therefore reaffirm its longstanding deference to universities' academic judgment that diversity serves vital educational goals.\(^{198}\)

The Court agreed, holding, "[c]onsiderable deference is owed to a university in defining those intangible characteristics, like student body diversity, that are central to its identity and educational mission." Writing for the majority, Justice Kennedy noted that in striking the balance between promoting racial diversity (which might require race-conscious admissions) and promoting "equal treatment and dignity" (which might be undermined by race-conscious decisions), "public universities, like the States themselves, can serve as 'laboratories for experimentation.'"\(^{199}\)

For the time being, the Court has allowed public universities to consider race in their admissions process, at least if they are careful about how they design their selection process. They are also free to ignore race entirely.\(^{200}\) So far, when boards and administrators at highly selective public universities have been empowered to decide what path is best, they have tended to select "race-conscious admissions practices."\(^{201}\) When voters have chosen, however, race-conscious admissions have lost nearly every time.\(^{202}\)

\(^{197}\) Brief for Amicus Curiae Harvard University in Support of Respondents at 1, Fisher v. Univ. of Tex., 136 S. Ct. 2198 (2016) (No. 14-981).
\(^{198}\) Id. at 3.
\(^{199}\) Fisher v. Univ. of Tex., 136 S. Ct. 2198, 2214 (2016).
\(^{200}\) Id.
F. Restricting Access to Higher Education Based on Immigration Status

As the battle over immigration law has roiled national politics, state legislatures have moved to decide whether their public universities will grant in-state tuition benefits to resident students who are unauthorized immigrants. At least six states have laws that prohibit unauthorized immigrants from enjoying in-state tuition. At least sixteen states, in addition to the District of Columbia, have laws extending in-state tuition to unauthorized immigrants, with an additional handful of states providing such benefits through action by university systems rather than legislation. The issue remains up to the states because while the Supreme Court decided in 1982 that undocumented schoolchildren must be allowed to attend public elementary and secondary schools, it has imposed no such requirement on public institutions of higher education.

State restricting access. In Alabama, Arizona, Georgia, Indiana, Missouri, and South Carolina, state law prohibits public universities from granting in-state tuition to unauthorized immigrants. The first such law was enacted by Arizona voters in 2006 after state legislators placed it on the ballot. Legislatures in the other five states enacted their similar laws directly, without a ballot item. In 2008, Georgia and South Carolina enacted their statutes with Alabama and Indiana following suit in

---

204 Michael A. Olivas & Kristi L. Bowman, Plyler's Legacy: Immigration and Higher Education in the 21st Century, 2011 Mich. St. L. Rev. 261, 261–62. The issues raised in this subpart—including hostility toward certain foreign-born students—relate to broader issues beyond the scope of this article. Further research might explore the relationship between the treatment of unauthorized immigrants and the recent decline in enrollment at American colleges by international students, a phenomenon connected to the overall reputation of the United States abroad.
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208 Olivas & Bowman, supra note 204, at 269–70; see also Danielle Holley-Walker, Searching for Equality: Equal Protection Clause Challenges to Bans on the Admission of Undocumented Immigrant Students to Public Universities, 2011 Mich. St. L. Rev. 357, 361–62 (supporting legal challenges aimed at winning such a Supreme Court ruling).

209 Tuition Benefits for Immigrants, supra note 205.


2011 and Missouri joining in 2015. Some, but not all, of these statutes provided also that unauthorized immigrants cannot attend state universities at all.

States granting access. A greater number of states have passed laws allowing at least some unauthorized immigrants to attend public universities at in-state rates. For example, in 2005, New Mexico passed Senate Bill 582, which provides that “[a] public post-secondary educational institution shall not deny admission to a student on account of the student’s immigration status.” Oregon enacted a similar law in 2013. Washington law allows unauthorized immigrants to enjoy in-state tuition, so long as they swear that they will seek legal immigration status “at the earliest opportunity.”

The in-state tuition issue inspired scholarly debate, particularly among Professors Kris Kobach and Michael Olivas. Kobach, who after teaching law was elected Secretary of State of Kansas, became nationally known for his opposition to granting benefits to unauthorized immigrants. His legal scholarship raised similar arguments to those he would raise as a politician and litigator. Aiming to “drive a

---

212 See Ala. Code § 31-13-8 (2012) (“An alien who is not lawfully present in the United States shall not be permitted to enroll in or attend any public postsecondary education institution in this state. . . . [and] shall not be eligible for any postsecondary education benefit, including, but not limited to, scholarships, grants, or financial aid.”); Ind. Code § 21-14-11-1 (2013) (“An individual who is not lawfully present in the United States is not entitled to pay the resident tuition rate that is determined by the state educational institution.”); H.B. 3, 96th Gen. Assemb., Reg. Sess. (Mo. 2015) (stating that “no funds shall be expended at public institutions of higher education that offer a tuition rate to any student with an unlawful immigration status in the United States that is less than the tuition rate charged to international students”); see also H.B. 56, Reg. Sess. (Ala. 2011); H.E.A. 1402, 117th Gen. Assemb., Reg. Sess. (Ind. 2011).


214 See Tuition Benefits for Immigrants, supra note 205 (collecting statutes and policies).

215 S.B. 582, 47th Leg., Reg. Sess. (N.M. 2005); see also Information for Undocumented Students and Applicants at NMHU, N.M. Highlands U., https://www.nmhu.edu/information-for-undocumented-students-and-applicants-at-nmhu/ [https://perma.cc/W2XD-J6CL] (stating that “it makes all qualified residents of New Mexico eligible for in-state tuition and state-funded financial aid, regardless of immigration status if they meet” certain criteria).


217 WASH. REV. CODE § 28B.118.010(4)(b)(i) (2019) (requiring “an affidavit indicating that the individual will file an application to become a permanent resident at the earliest opportunity the individual is eligible to do so”); H.B. 1488, 65th Leg., Reg. Sess. (Wash. 2018) (creating the affidavit requirement); see also H.B. 1079, 58th Leg., Reg. Sess. (Wash. 2003) (granting in-state tuition regardless of immigration status).

218 See Elizabeth Redden, An In-State Tuition Debate, Inside Higher Ed (Feb. 28, 2007), https://www.insidehighered.com/news/2007/02/28/state-tuition-debate [https://perma.cc/SJEJ-STLZ] (quoting Kobach saying that the issue arises in many states because “giving this subsidized tuition to illegal aliens is just intensely unpopular” and Olivas saying that “in our society, we don’t punish kids for what their parents have committed” and that he is kept busy because the “forces of evil are afoot”).


wooden stake through the heart of . . . Kobach’s proposals.”\textsuperscript{221} Olivas, a law professor who served as general counsel to the American Association of University Professors\textsuperscript{222}, devoted substantial scholarly attention to the in-state tuition issue.\textsuperscript{223} Unlike some academic arguments, the Olivas-Kobach debate has real-world consequences, with about half the states passing laws on one side or the other concerning in-state tuition for undocumented students. One cannot be sure how much the legal scholarship affected legislation. But one thing is clear—elected leaders in those states chose not to leave the decision to university administrators and trustees.

\textbf{G. A Few Proposals Not Enacted: Harbingers of Future Law?}

Beyond all the changes in higher education law chronicled above, which represent only a fraction of the examples one might collect, one must consider the stillborn legislation—proposals announced by politicians but never enacted. Knowing how easy it is for a legislator to gain media coverage for introducing a bill with low chances of becoming law, one should not give too much weight to random proposals. They may signal one member’s idiosyncrasy rather than the bubbling of mass discontent. Nonetheless, today’s unsuccessful bill may be tomorrow’s law. This Section examines a few instances in which politicians have suggested amending higher education law in recent years, focusing on proposals that relate to successful law changes documented earlier in this Part.

\textit{i. Proposed Campus Speech Laws}

In the area of campus speech, U.S. Senator Charles (“Chuck”) Grassley of Iowa, then Chairman of the Senate Committee on the Judiciary, held a hearing in June 2017 called “Free Speech 101: The Assault on the First Amendment on College Campuses.”\textsuperscript{224} In his opening statement, Grassley suggested that “private colleges that accept federal funds could be subject to individual private lawsuits when free speech rights . . . are violated.”\textsuperscript{225} In essence, he was floating the idea of a federal statute like the Campus Free Expression Act proposed by FIRE and enacted in Missouri.\textsuperscript{226} Grassley’s law would have gone much further, however, than anything modelled on the FIRE or Goldwater model bills. Those bills restrict only the behavior of public universities. Grassley, by contrast, explicitly singled out private universities in his remarks, aiming his proposed right of action at “private colleges

\textsuperscript{221} Michael A. Olivas, Lawmakers Gone Wild? College Residency and the Response to Professor Kobach, 61 SMU L. REV. 99, 100 (2008).
\textsuperscript{222} \textit{The University of Houston Law Center Faculty: Michael A. Olivas}, U. HOUSTON LAW CTR., https://www.law.uh.edu/faculty/main.asp?PID=31 [https://perma.cc/GRJ8-3Y9Y].
\textsuperscript{224} Free Speech 101: The Assault on the First Amendment on College Campuses: Hearing Before the S. Comm. on the Judiciary, 115th Cong. (June 20, 2017), https://www.judiciary.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/06-20-17%20Grassley%20Statement.pdf [https://perma.cc/SSSP-2YFL] (statement of Senator Chuck Grassley, Chairman, Senate Judiciary Committee); see also \textit{Private Universities, supra} note 35, at 75 (discussing this hearing).
\textsuperscript{225} \textit{Free Speech 101: The Assault on the First Amendment on College Campuses, supra} note 224.
\textsuperscript{226} \textit{See supra} Section I.A.
that accept federal funds.” Although Grassley’s idea never became law, the concept echoed suggestions from leaders of the conservative advocacy institute world. FIRE co-founder Harvey Silverglate, for example, wrote in the Wall Street Journal that Congress should “tie federal funds to respect for the First Amendment.” (Because the First Amendment binds only state actors, a group that does not include private universities, the proposed requirement would mandate “respect” not for the actual First Amendment but instead for some other principle.

Ironically, Silverglate’s idea evoked the most biting criticisms leveled against the Office for Civil Rights of the U.S. Department of Education during the Obama Administration, as was noted in a cautionary response written by Preston Cooper of the American Enterprise Institute. Cooper posited that “the proposed solution—using federal aid as a hammer to keep trigger warning-happy institutions in line—has a recent history of treating too many problems as nails. The Obama administration exploited the power of federal aid programs to implement its agenda on sexual assault and transgender issues.” He noted that under the wrong sort of leadership, the Department of Education might punish a “private, religious college,” deeming it to have “violate[d] free speech if its students are required to participate in prayer.”

Neither congressional action nor Department of Education regulation has attempted to use the spending power to regulate the free expression policies of universities across America; however, President Trump issued an executive order in March 2019 directing certain federal officials to “take appropriate steps...to ensure institutions that receive Federal research or education grants promote free
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227 Free Speech 101: The Assault on the First Amendment on Campuses, supra note 224; Private Universities, supra note 35, at 75 (recounting Grassley’s attack on the president of Northwestern University, a private institution in Illinois).


231 The text of Silverglate’s op-ed was slightly more precise than the subhead. Instead of referring to the “First Amendment,” it instead said, “Congress should deny funding to institutions with policies that violate free-speech rights.” Silverglate, supra note 229. But this too misses the mark because a private university can depart from First Amendment jurisprudence without violating anyone’s “rights.” Consider, for example, a religious college prohibiting certain student speech it deems heretical. Cf. Private Universities, supra note 35, at 85 (noting religious orthodoxy imposed on students by Wheaton College).


233 Id.; see also George Leef, Can the Feds do Something to Protect Campus Free Speech? Should They?, JAMES G. MARTIN CTR. FOR ACAD. RENEWAL (May 26, 2017), https://www.jamesmartin.center/2017/05/can-feds-something-protect-campus-free-speech/ [https://perma.cc/M3D4-NZS5] (reviewing Cooper’s fears and concluding he was “not convinced that we would actually increase the Education Department’s power and the likelihood of its abuse if we conditioned eligibility for federal funds on respect for free speech on campus”).

234 Cooper, supra note 232.
inquiry.” FIRE promptly issued a statement expressing appreciation for “the executive branch’s attention to this issue” while noting the possibility of “unintended consequences that threaten free expression and academic freedom.” It remains to be seen what actions will be taken by the federal agencies—including the Departments of Defense, Education, Interior, and Agriculture, along with the National Science Foundation—in response to the executive order.

ii. Proposed Prohibitions on Tenure

Section C above discusses the Wisconsin and Kentucky legislation that undermined faculty tenure protections in those states’ public universities. House Bill 1474, introduced by a Missouri legislator in 2017, would have gone further. It stated that “no public institution of higher education in this state shall award tenure to any person who is hired by such institution for the first time on or after January 1, 2019.” The proposal earned its sponsor some media attention but did not win much support. Senate Bill 41, introduced by an Iowa legislator the same year, would have gone even further. It would have “[p]rohibit[ed], at each institution of higher learning governed by the state board of regents, the establishment or continuation of a tenure system for any employee of the institution,” thereby stripping tenure from faculty who already possessed it. Like the Missouri bill, the Iowa counterpart died in committee.

In Kansas, a 2016 bill would have ended tenure at community colleges and technical schools. Its short title was “[e]liminating due process for certain


people v. their universities

Postsecondary teachers. The bill, which would have followed a successfully enacted law eliminating job protections for K-12 teachers, died in committee. Similar bills have been introduced in Florida and Utah.

iii. Proposed Restriction of Boycotts and Strikes by Scholarship Athletes

In December 2015, one month after student protests culminated in the resignation of top administrators at the University of Missouri, two members of the state legislature introduced a bill that would have required state universities to revoke the scholarship of any college athlete who “participates in any strike or concerted refusal to play a scheduled game.” In addition, the same punishment would be mandatory for any athlete who “calls for, incites, or supports” such a strike or refusal. Further, the text provided that any coaching staff member who “encourages or enables” students to engage in the prohibited conduct “shall be fined by his or her employer-institution.

The Missouri protests had involved an announcement by football players that they would “no longer participate in any football related activities until” the UM System president resigned or was removed. At the time, the university received suggestions from some outside observers that the football players should be punished, perhaps with revocation of their scholarships. The proposed bill would have required such action and by its terms, it would have applied to private and public universities alike. Because the bill was withdrawn soon after its introduction, lawmakers did not have to consider the First Amendment implications of mandating punishments for students who “support” a strike.
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243 Llopis-Jepsen, supra note 241.
247 Missouri Protests, supra note 32, at 74–79 (discussing the issues surrounding the administration during the protests).
250 id.
251 Missouri Protests, supra note 32, at 77.
252 id. at 91, 91 n.195.
253 Helling & Palmer, supra note 248 (“The [] bill apparently would apply to all Missouri colleges, both public and private, that offer athletic scholarships.”).
Although seemingly in tension with the proposed campus speech laws described earlier in this Part, the proposed strike-and-game-boycott ban has one important similarity: It would punish students and institutions who anger conservative voters and elites. When UM President Tim Wolfe resigned in the wake of student protests and a football strike, *National Review*’s David French chastised the university for having “caved to the pressure” of “revolutionaries,” arguing that “the revolution they seek is nothing less than the overthrow of our constitutional republic, beginning with our universities.”

*National Review*’s editorial board chimed in, calling the resignation “an act of extraordinary cowardice on the part of the university” and opining that “University of Missouri students desperately need to grow the hell up and start acting like adults.” Then-candidate Donald Trump called the protests “disgusting,” and candidate Ben Carson described the students’ tactics as “infantile behavior” that would “move [us] further toward anarchy than anybody can imagine.”

In *The American Conservative*, Rod Dreher wrote in March 2016 about the budget shortfalls caused by reduced enrollments in the wake of the protests and resignations, saying “Good. This is all to the good. I hope it happens to every single university that caved.” After concluding that further successful student protests would advance policy goals that Dreher opposes, he continued: “Hit them in the purse. That is the only thing these politically correct college administrators will listen to. . . . At some point, they must be made to pay a price, or the madness will not end.”

In 2018, the *Wall Street Journal* reviewed three years of budget difficulties at the university and crowed, “[i]ndulging protestors can be expensive.” Rush Limbaugh called Mizzou “an early indicator of what happens when an organization . . . gives itself over to the protest movement and allows it to rule the roost and define what happens.”

Texas radio host Michael Berry asked why Mizzou failed to tell “football players to shut their mouth and play football, else they lose their
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Harvey Silverglate’s proposal—echoed by Senator Grassley—would allow the Trump Administration to defund universities deemed insufficiently welcoming of free speech, however Secretary Betsy Devos’s Department of Education might define it. The anti-boycott bill would have forced universities to revoke the scholarships of (presumably liberal) athletes who protest the status quo, even if they merely “supported” or “incited” a boycott. While taking opposing positions on campus speech, the proposals sing from the same hymnal with respect to campus politics.

H. Other Possible Changes and Challenges

The legal subjects reviewed in this Part are not an exhaustive list of recent state legislative interventions into higher education administration, nor are they even an exhaustive list of such interventions motivated by public dissatisfaction with college and university leaders. A few additional legal topics—guns, abortion, and Confederate monuments—deserve very brief identification. Because, however, these topics have been addressed in great depth elsewhere in scholarly and popular publications—and because they are matters of intense public debate unrelated to higher education law—they will not receive the same robust attention given to other topics above.

**Guns on campus.** Several states have enacted laws related to the possession of firearms on campus. In 2015, for example, the Texas state legislature enacted a statute requiring public colleges and universities to permit the concealed carriage of

---


In Utah, both open carry and concealed carry are permitted.266 Similar laws exist in Kansas,267 Idaho,268 and other states.269

**Abortion.** Americans hold intense opinions about abortion, and state laws reflect divergent views. In California, for example, the legislature passed a bill in 2018 that would have required public universities—which already included abortion access in students’ health insurance packages—to provide abortions on campus.270 The governor vetoed the bill, and proponents introduced a similar bill in 2019 that they hoped California’s new governor would sign.271 He did.272 In other states, statutes prohibit the performance of abortions on public campuses. Examples include Arizona,273 Kentucky,274 and Pennsylvania.275

**Confederate monuments.** In several states, political battles rage over whether to remove monuments erected to honor the Confederate cause and its soldiers, with state legislatures sometimes preempting political subdivisions from removing monuments.276 Some of these laws affect monuments held by public institutions of higher education and bar trustees and administrators from removing campus monuments. The most prominent example is the “Silent Sam” statue, recently removed by the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.277
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266 UTAH CODE ANN. § 53B-3-103(2)(a)(ii)(A) (West 2014).

267 Ellen Cagle, Kansas Universities, Students Express Preparedness for Guns on Campus Starting Saturday, KAN. CITY STAR (June 30, 2017, 7:56 PM), https://www.kansascity.com/news/politics-government/article159193599.html (noting that “[t]he law was originally passed in 2013, but universities had been exempt for four years to prepare”).

268 Guns on Campus: Possession of Firearms/Weapons on University Owned or Controlled Premises, BOISE ST. U., https://www.boisestate.edu/publicsafety-security/guns-on-campus/ [https://perma.cc/5865-J846] (noting passage of an Idaho law in 2014, which “permits enhanced concealed carry license holders and qualified retired law enforcement concealed carry license holders to carry concealed firearms on some Boise State University property”).


274 KY. REV. STAT. ANN. § 311.800 (West 2019).

275 18 PA. CONS. STAT. § 3215 (2019).


II. FEDERAL REGULATION OF HIGHER EDUCATION IN RESPONSE TO PUBLIC PRESSURE

This Part reviews federal lawmaking related to higher education—both by Congress and federal administrative agencies—conducted in the wake of popular pressure. First, Section A of this Part briefly reviews action by the U.S. Department of Education during the Obama and Trump administrations, discussing how both administrations reacted to complaints from their different electoral constituencies about how campus leaders respond to rape and sexual harassment. Then, Section B reviews congressional action during 2017 and 2018, a period during which Republican officials controlled a majority of both the Senate and the House of Representatives, along with the White House.

A. Title IX and Federal Regulation of Campus Sex and Student Discipline

During the presidency of Barack Obama, the Office for Civil Rights (OCR) of the U.S. Department of Education engaged in a vigorous effort to reform how American colleges and universities adjudicate claims of sexual assault and harassment. After the inauguration of Donald Trump, OCR withdrew guidance issued during the prior administration; and the Department of Education has opened for public comment proposed regulations that would require colleges and universities to abandon certain internal rules enacted in response to Obama-era guidance and enforcement. Obama-era reforms ignited intense controversy,
with critics on the right and left joining to attack perceived agency overreach and derogation of due process.282 Concurrently, supporters cheered the Obama OCR’s unwavering focus on campus injustices long given insufficient attention.283

A thorough description of the Obama OCR’s work in this area is well beyond the scope of this article, and a critical evaluation of the work (along with efforts to undo it) is even more so. For this discussion, the important point is that advocates, unhappy with the performance of university leaders, managed to change the legal environment in which higher education operates. Instead of relying solely on suasion, advocates harnessed the power of the federal government, which then threatened universities with punishments if they did not comply with new federal guidance.284

As a result of OCR guidance and enforcement actions, universities across the country made sweeping changes to their student discipline processes, including the standard of proof needed to impose discipline, the availability of appeals, the role of lawyers at hearings, and the substantive definitions of student conduct offenses.285 These legal changes did not occur by coincidence. Instead, the OCR’s action resulted from a sustained campaign by advocates dissatisfied with higher education leadership.286 For years, whether university administrators liked it or not, they ensured that their rules conformed to the guidance that advocates had caused to issue from Washington. Indeed, universities were so fearful of federal enforcement that they adopted internal policies that exposed them to serious litigation risk.287

282 See generally KC Johnson & Stuart Taylor, Jr., The Campus Rape Frenzy: The Attack on Due Process at America’s Universities (2017) (describing the OCR’s effect on campus policies); Nancy Gertner, Complicated Process, 125 YALE L.J. F. 442 (2016) (describing the reduction of procedural protections for the accused party under revised rules); Janet Halley, Trading the Megaphone for the Gavel in Title IX Enforcement, 128 HARV. L. REV. F. 103 (2015); Stephen Henrick, A Hostile Environment for Student Defendants: Title IX and Sexual Assault on College Campuses, 40 N. KY. L. REV. 49 (2013).

283 See generally Nancy Chi Cantalupo, For the Title IX Civil Rights Movement: Congratulations and Cautions, 125 YALE L.J. F. 281 (2016) (arguing against critics’ attempt to import criminal process into campus hearings); Corey Rayburn Yung, Concealing Campus Sexual Assault: An Empirical Examination, 21 PSYCHOL., PUB. POL’Y, & L. 1, 5 (2015) (discussing how “the ordinary practice of universities is to undercount incidents of sexual assault”); Tyler Kingkade, Stop Attacking the Education Department for Enforcing Title IX, 80 Advocacy Groups Say, HUFFPOST: POLITICS (July 13, 2016, 7:51 PM), http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/education-department-title-ix_us_57869f24e4b08608d332c880 [https://perma.cc/C4UB-HNR3] (discussing advocates’ defense of the OCR’s enforcement of Title IX from “unwarranted criticism”).

284 See, e.g., University Title IX Enforcement, supra note 281, at 133–34 (describing how OCR mandated that University of New Mexico and University of Montana amend internal rules related to sexual harassment or else potentially face federal sanctions); cf. Halley, supra note 282, at 107 n.8 (describing OCR as “enforcing its own policy choices” rather than “the law”).

285 See generally University Title IX Enforcement, supra note 281, at 163, 145, 149–52 (discussing each of these kinds of policy changes).

286 See Catharine A. MacKinnon, In Their Hands: Restoring Institutional Liability for Sexual Harassment in Education, 125 YALE L.J. 2038, 2101 (2016) (describing “[a]ggressive administrative enforcement of Title IX in the sexual harassment setting by the Obama Administration’s Department of Education, responding to increased activism and organizing by student survivors”); see also Cantalupo, supra note 283, at 282–83 (“[M]ovement leaders have wisely chosen Title IX as their lead banner and organizing point.”).

Now, because the political wind has shifted, the federal government is preparing to mandate that American colleges and universities again change how they adjudicate claims of sexual harassment and misconduct by students. Whereas in 2016 Professor Catharine MacKinnon was suggesting that Congress "amend Title IX to provide a private right of action in United States district courts for equitable relief, compensatory and punitive damages, and reasonable attorneys’ fees for all failures to adhere to Title IX," the current Department of Education has recently ended the comment period for its proposed Title IX reforms. If the proposed rule becomes law, colleges and universities subject to Title IX will need to make the following changes, among others. First, if an institution wishes to use the "preponderance of the evidence" standard (instead of the "clear and convincing evidence" standard) for sexual harassment and misconduct cases, it may do so only if it "uses that standard for conduct code violations that do not involve sexual harassment but carry the same maximum disciplinary sanction." Second, institutions must allow cross-examination at hearings, and if a party (the complainant or the accused) lacks an advisor at the hearing, the institution "must provide that party an advisor aligned with that party to conduct cross-examination." In addition, although it does not appear that institutions must change their definitions of sexual harassment and sexual assault, the proposed rule would allow institutions to define those offenses less broadly than was required by Obama-era guidance.

Advocates who supported OCR during the Obama administration now oppose the new administration’s proposed regulations, which were themselves written in response to the efforts of different advocates. Regardless of how much further action the Trump administration takes, American universities will not be left to their own best judgment concerning how to prevent campus sexual assault and how to adjudicate allegations of student misconduct.

B. Federal Laws Proposed and Enacted During the 115th Congress

In 2017, Congress considered several potential changes to federal law affecting higher education. At least some of these ideas—including provisions passed by the House of Representatives—would have been terrible for American colleges and universities. In addition, at least one provision that became federal law, a tax on certain university endowments, appeared motivated by anger at universities.

In November 2017, House Republicans introduced H.R. 1, the "Tax Cuts and Jobs Act" (TCJA), a version of which would eventually be signed into law that

288 MacKinnon, supra note 286, at 2103.
289 See id. at 61,474-75.
290 See id. at 61,496.
December.\textsuperscript{293} The version, passed on a largely party-line vote by the Republican-controlled House, inspired panic in academia.\textsuperscript{294} In particular, one provision would have repealed the student loan interest deduction (SLID), and another would have subjected graduate student tuition waivers to taxation as ordinary income.\textsuperscript{295} Repealing the SLID would have raised the tax burdens of those repaying student loans, effectively raising the price of higher education. Taxing tuition waivers would have drastically increased the tax burden on graduate students who, under current law, are not taxed on the nominal value of tuition that their institutions do not expect them to pay. One engineering graduate student at Columbia University noted that her nominal tuition was over $40,000 and if her waiver were considered income, her "taxable income would more than double."\textsuperscript{296} Others estimated that some graduate students would pay "a higher percentage in taxes than any millionaire or billionaire in America."\textsuperscript{297}

The American Council on Education—a membership organization that lobbies on behalf of colleges and universities—wrote in a letter that the "legislation, taken in its entirety, would discourage participation in postsecondary education, make college more expensive for those who do enroll, and undermine the financial stability of public and private, two-year and four-year colleges and universities."\textsuperscript{298} The letter was also sent on behalf of groups such as the American Association of University Professors, the United Negro College Fund, the Association of Jesuit Colleges and Universities, the Association of Public and Land-grant Universities, the Association of Community College Trustees, and the Association of American Medical Colleges.\textsuperscript{299} The House Bill was opposed by nearly every major stakeholder group in higher education representing faculty, trustees, registrars, major research universities, public institutions, Christian colleges, dental schools, medical schools, libraries, and teachers' colleges.\textsuperscript{300}
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Although the final bill did not abolish the student loan interest deduction or tax graduate tuition waivers, it contained provisions perceived as mean-spirited in academia. A change in the calculation of unrelated business income tax “result[s] in disparate treatment for nonprofit organizations [including universities] by holding them to standards and rules not applicable to corporations,” and an “excise tax on private university endowments” affects twenty-five to thirty institutions. The excise tax affects only a small portion of universities—among the very richest—and the final tax rate was lower than the initial House bill proposed. Nonetheless, the American Council on Education lamented the “remarkably bad idea,” which “takes money that would otherwise be used for student aid, research, and faculty salaries and sends it to the Department of the Treasury to finance corporate tax cuts.” Further, universities worried about the sentiment behind the excise tax. Senator Chuck Grassley, a leading proponent of the tax, criticized universities in 2011 for “hoarding assets at taxpayer expense.” Similarly, in 2016, the chairs of various congressional committees complained about tuition increases by institutions with “large and growing endowments.” The 2017 legislation resulted from that sentiment.

In December 2017, the House Committee on Education and the Workforce passed H.R. 4508, the Promoting Real Opportunity, Success, and Prosperity through Education Reform Act (PROSPER). The bill would have reauthorized the Higher Tax Reform and Higher Education: Tax Cuts and Jobs Act, ACE: AM. COUNCIL ON EDUC., https://www.acenet.edu/Policy-Advocacy/Pages/Tax-Reform-and-Higher-Education.aspx [https://perma.cc/THS7-YYEB] (explaining the enacted version of the Act and pointing out that the final version “dropped a House proposal to repeal a number of benefits helping students and families Finance a college education, including the Student Loan Interest Deduction (SLID) and Sec. 117(d) exemption from taxation for tuition waivers”).


Id. at 95 (quoting language from a joint letter of the chairs).

Education Act (HEA), which was first enacted in 1965.\(^{\text{309}}\) Although it “is supposed to be renewed every five years,” the last reauthorization occurred in 2008.\(^{\text{310}}\) The PROSPER bill did not become law; nonetheless, its passage by a House committee caused great concern because of a provision that would have reduced federal financial aid to needy students “by nearly $15 billion.”\(^{\text{311}}\) Like the education provisions in the House TCJA bill, provisions in the PROSPER Act related to financial aid and student loans inspired near universal opposition from higher education stakeholders.\(^{\text{312}}\)

Ultimately, the 115th Congress did not hurt American universities nearly as badly as had initially been feared. The endowment tax is fairly modest and affects a small number of institutions that can afford to pay. The House’s PROSPER Act never found Senate support, and its cuts to financial aid were not enacted.\(^{\text{313}}\) The greatest threat to higher education in the House’s initial TCJA, the taxation of graduate student tuition waivers, was removed during conference with the Senate.\(^{\text{314}}\)

The story of federal legislation during 2017 and 2018 is not, however, a happy one for higher education. The small endowment tax can be expanded now that the precedent for taxing university coffers has been set. Further, proposals to slash student aid and to tax tuition waivers, one supported by a House committee and the other by the majority of the entire House, indicate intense hostility toward universities among Republican representatives. Eventually, anger of this kind—shared by the House caucus of a major political party—is likely to lead to more problems.

III. THE SOURCES OF DISCONTENT: GRASS ROOTS AND ASTROTURF

To understand why politicians attack universities, and why such attacks seem increasingly common, one must understand what voters think about higher education. This Part reviews several factors that have combined to foment popular discontent with universities and their leaders, creating an environment conducive to legislative attacks. First, universities have real problems that affect voters. In particular, the cost of higher education has inflated at rates far in excess of wages, making it increasingly less affordable. Rising inequality and economic stagnation for new graduates further lowers the perceived value of degrees. Second, campuses have become primary battlegrounds in culture wars, with right-wing media outlets relentlessly publishing stories that present universities, their faculties, their students, and their administrators as out of step with American values. Together, these factors
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have caused public confidence in higher education to drop markedly in the past few years, with 2015 marking the start of a new era for hostility among Republicans in particular. Then, in states with Republican legislatures and governors, politicians can please their voters by supporting legislation aimed at real and perceived flaws in higher education, a process made easier by the availability of model legislation from advocacy institutes.

A. Real Problems and Justified Anger

When analyzing negative opinions about universities, scholars should begin by recognizing real problems that can inspire sensible indignation. Tempting as it may be for some academics to deride popular opposition—particularly among political conservatives—as false consciousness inspired by right-wing propaganda, supporters of higher education cannot afford to ignore genuine flaws. As is discussed below, skyrocketing tuition is not some illusion, nor are the disappointing average incomes of recent college graduates.

Campus speech. The issue of campus speech, to which so much scholarly attention has been devoted,\(^{315}\) is one that prompts fair and justified criticism of universities, even if that criticism is often exaggerated. Observers wondering about public anger toward universities should not allow frustration at overblown complaints to blind them to genuine shortcomings. For example, FIRE’s annual list of the “Worst Colleges for Free Speech” offers truly embarrassing anecdotes.\(^{316}\) The 2019 Hall of Shame included a private university claiming “eminent domain” as an excuse for preventing students from distributing flyers critical of the campus administration, a religious institution censoring the student newspaper and imposing non-disclosure obligations on student journalists, and a public university’s removal of an art installation that offended sensitive politicians.\(^{317}\) FIRE’s website publishes a parade of stories like these, which is only possible because university and college officials provide grist for the mill.\(^{318}\)

In addition, in some disgraceful instances, students and others have used violence to suppress speech either on campus or at events associated with institutions of higher education. For conservatives, one of the most vivid examples of this was the March 2017 visit by Charles Murray to Middlebury College in Vermont.\(^{319}\) Protestors used shouting and other tactics to prevent Murray and Allison Stanger—a Middlebury faculty member—from speaking at a pre-planned campus event.\(^{320}\) Murray and Stanger then attempted to move the event to a secret location from which it could be
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broadcast, and protestors pulled fire alarms. After “the interview was completed and officials, including Ms. Stanger, escorted Mr. Murray out the back of the building,” masked protestors found them and attacked; one person grabbed Stanger’s hair and twisted her neck. Stanger ended up going to a hospital for treatment. The event received widespread media coverage, and the arguably anemic discipline imposed by the college inspired fair questions about the administration’s commitment to free speech.

Events involving even greater depraved indifference to safety and human life occurred in the wake of white nationalist protests at the University of Virginia and the University of Florida. During a counter-protest in Charlottesville, a white supremacist intentionally drove his car into a crowd. He killed Heather Heyer, who had gone with a friend to the anti-racism protest. In Gainesville, protestors gathered off campus to oppose the message of white nationalist Richard Spencer, who had visited the university. A group of three Spencer supporters began “heckling some anti-Spencer protesters with Hitler chants, Nazi salutes and threats,” and then one of the trio shot at the protesters. Regardless of whom one blames for such horrific actions, events like these can contribute to a growing narrative about dangers to free speech on campus.

Tuition. Perhaps more than by anything else, anger at higher education is driven by the skyrocketing cost of attending colleges and universities. Because so much has been written about tuition increases, a short report will suffice here. According to
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the National Center for Education Statistics, in 2015–2016, the average annual total cost of attendance—including “tuition and fees and room and board rates charged for full-time students”—was $19,189 at public four-year universities. \(^{331}\) At private universities, the total was $39,529 during the same year. \(^{332}\)

Ten years earlier, in the 2005–2006 academic year, the average total cost was $14,499 at four-year public institutions and $32,729 at private institutions. \(^{333}\) (All figures are presented in constant 2015-2016 dollars; that is, they are adjusted for inflation.) Ten years before that, in the 1995–1996 academic year, the average total cost was $10,817 at four-year public institutions and $27,161 at private institutions. \(^{334}\) (Again, adjusted for inflation.) And ten years before that, in the 1985–1986 academic year, the average total cost was $8,449 at four-year public institutions and $20,207 at private institutions. \(^{335}\) (Again, adjusted for inflation.) Over thirty years, the price of private higher education has increased by more than 95 percent. Over the same period, the price of four-year public higher education increased by more than 127 percent.

Has higher education doubled in quality over those three decades? Even if it has, can current students afford to pay two times what students did a generation ago? Academicians can offer a variety of explanations for the increase of higher education costs in excess of broader inflation rates. \(^{336}\) It is unlikely, however, that a presentation on Baumol’s cost disease will convince a skeptical public that current college and university prices are fair and reasonable. \(^{337}\) Rising costs bring rising expectations, which are difficult to meet. Especially in times of economic hardship, the unceasing increase in higher education prices invites growing public dissatisfaction. \(^{338}\)
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Economic status of graduates. Having paid higher tuition than students of prior generations, recent graduates have left college with more debt (in absolute numbers and as a percentage of household income) than their predecessors. Although students who had attended shady for-profit institutions represent a disproportionately high share of borrowers, as well as borrowers in default, graduates of traditional colleges and universities also carry unprecedented debt burdens. A combination of high debt and a slow economy caused hardship to graduates over the past decade. Economists have documented how the great recession caused an increase in student loan defaults, and one needs no special training to reach the common-sense conclusion that bad economic times will bring stress to people who have borrowed a lot of money, even if they do not end up in default. Further, in recent years, economic inequality has become an important political issue and some politicians have offered populist legislation related to student debt. Every student loan payment serves as a gentle reminder of how much alumni have borrowed to finance their educations. With some repayment plans lasting for decades, a large proportion of Americans will receive literally hundreds of monthly reminders.

B. Right-Wing Media as a Creator and Amplifier of Discontent

Although one cannot conclusively prove a causal link between right-wing media content and the changing attitudes of Republicans toward higher education, available evidence strongly indicates that the media consumed by Republicans contribute to their dislike of academia. Earlier, this Article suggested that a media drumbeat—one


that highlights isolated threats to free campus speech to create the appearance of a crisis—led to the enactment of campus speech legislation in several states. Scholarship examining the “right-wing media ecosystem” more generally supports the theory that well beyond the context of campus speech, Republican attitudes toward higher education are being soured by news sources “sowing confusion and distrust.” Readers should note, however, that while this theory about right-wing media is interesting and important, it is not essential to the overall thesis of this Article. My key argument—that Republicans’ negative attitudes toward academia are driving changes to the law of higher education—does not depend on proof of how those negative attitudes come to exist. Nonetheless, for those ultimately convinced by my larger argument, evidence about how negative attitudes toward higher education develop will be useful when considering possible responses to the challenges these attitudes present.

Over the past decade, observers of right-wing media have warned of “epistemic closure” in the conservative movement. Julian Sanchez put it this way in 2010:

One of the more striking features of the contemporary conservative movement is the extent to which it has been moving toward epistemic closure. Reality is defined by a multimedia array of interconnected and cross-promoting conservative blogs, radio programs, magazines, and of course, Fox News. Whatever conflicts with that reality can be dismissed out of hand because it comes from the liberal media, and is therefore ipso facto not to be trusted.

David French, a conservative commentator at National Review, wrote in 2016 that Fox News was “killing the conservative movement,” lamenting how the network could keep a topic in the conservative conversation, regardless of whether the topic deserved attention. He wrote, “Fox has become the prime gatekeeper of
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conservative fame, the source of conservative book deals, and the ticket into the true pantheon of conservative influence."

More recently—discussing his book, in which he analyzed data from 2015 to 2017—Yochai Benkler argued that "an insular right-wing media ecosystem (Fox News, Breitbart, the Washington Times, Daily Caller, and the Gateway Pundit, for example) [] has spun out of control and created a propaganda feedback loop, in which what is true or false is entirely beside the point." Benkler and his co-authors’ research, which included studying millions of online stories, led them to conclude that liberal media outlets differ in kind from their right-wing counterparts. Benkler explained the rationale for their conclusion as follows:

To contrast, the left-wing media, which includes outlets such as Daily Kos, Mother Jones, and HuffPost, is part of a single media ecosystem, in which both producers and consumers of news pay attention to a diverse media diet primarily anchored in traditional mainstream media—the New York Times, the Washington Post, CNN, and which stretches all the way to editorially conservative mainstream publications such as the Wall Street Journal and Forbes. In most cases, the left-wing outlets share the reporting and journalistic traditions of mainstream media, and even where they do not, they are constrained in how far they can stray from the truth by the fact that their audiences pay significant attention to these media. So the two wings of the media ecosystem are not operating under the same rules.

Estimating that "somewhere between 25 and 35 percent of the population" get news from Fox News and conservative talk radio, Benkler argues that “Fox News reasserted its dominance over Breitbart after the 2016 primaries and election by becoming more extreme and more exclusively focused on reinforcing right-wing narratives.” Further, “politicians on the right are stuck in the same feedback loop,” meaning that more moderate Republicans are ignored, and over time Republican elected officials move to the right.

Scholars have identified a “Fox News effect,” concluding that watching Fox News for a certain amount of time per week increases the odds that someone will vote for Republican candidates. This is not mere correlation. Professors Gregory Martin and Ali Yurukoglu studied the effect of cable channel positions on political opinions. They found that when Fox News happens to have a lower channel number on a particular cable system (say, “position 25 instead of channel position 65”), viewers spend more time watching Fox News, which “increases the vote share of the
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Republican presidential candidate. The boost provided by Fox News to Republican candidates has increased over time because the station’s viewership has increased and its coverage has moved further to the right.

Local television news is perhaps even more important than cable news. More Americans get their news from local stations than from either national networks or cable television. Recent analysis of television stations owned by Sinclair Broadcast Group, which has established a “conservative media empire” by buying local stations in small markets, suggests that local news has also become more right-wing in the past few years. Professors Gregory Martin and Joshua McCrain analyzed what happens to news coverage when Sinclair buys a station. They found that ownership changes led to “(1) substantial increases in coverage of national politics at the expense of local politics, (2) a significant rightward shift in the ideological slant of coverage, and (3) a small decrease in viewership, all relative to the changes at other news programs airing in the same media markets.” The authors noted that these changes have “negative implications for accountability of local elected officials and mass polarization.” Further, because moving coverage to the right does not improve viewership, the authors found “a substantial supply-side role” in the changes—that is, the owners are shifting right because of their own preferences, not to satisfy viewer demand, for more conservative coverage.

By moving voters to the right, Fox News and Sinclair stations allow Republican politicians to adopt more conservative positions than they otherwise might. As one commentator put it:

It would be ridiculous, of course, to argue that absent conservative propaganda broadcasting, Republicans would never win an election. What would happen, instead, is that in order to avoid constantly losing, Republicans would need to do more to bring key aspects of their policy agenda in line with public opinion . . . .
If conservative media is shifting opinions about higher education to the right, then politicians are increasingly likely to introduce and support higher education initiatives that otherwise would have risked offending voters.

Evaluating the "epistemic closure" theory and the more recent research on television news is beyond the scope of this Article. If, however, the theories presented in recent research are accurate, it becomes easier to understand how Republican politicians across the United States would have decided around the same time to attack universities on culture war issues, particularly issues like affirmative action, immigration, campus speech, and job security for a professoriate associated with political liberalism.

**C. Measuring the Discontent with Polling Data**

To understand the extent of popular discontent with American higher education, one need not rely on anecdote. Well-established national polling operations have collected enough data to allow us to observe changes in these opinions over time. The data reveal that popular assessment of colleges and universities is growing increasingly negative, especially among Republicans.

In less than five years, public opinion about higher education, which formerly showed relatively small differences among supporters of different political parties, has become starkly split on partisan lines. In 2010, fifty-eight percent of Republican respondents told the Pew Research Center that colleges and universities have a positive "effect on the way things are going in the country," and sixty-five percent of Democrats agreed. In 2015, the results were similar—albeit with more partisan divergence—with fifty-four percent of Republicans and about seventy percent of Democrats agreeing that colleges and universities have positive effects. By 2017, Republicans had turned sharply against higher education. That year, fifty-eight percent of Republicans said colleges and universities have a negative effect on the country, with only thirty-six percent giving a positive response. At the same time, Democrats remained mostly unchanged, with seventy-two percent of respondents rating colleges and universities positively.

A 2017 Gallup poll yielded similar results. The poll asked: "Please tell me how much confidence you, yourself, have in colleges and universities—a great deal, quite a lot, some or very little?" Among Democrats and Democratic "leaners," fifty-six percent answered either "a great deal" or "quite a lot." Among Republicans and Republican "leaners," only thirty-three percent answered either "a great deal" or
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"quite a lot." The overall result for U.S. adults was forty-four percent expressing "a great deal" or "quite a lot" of confidence and fifty-six percent reporting "some" or "very little" confidence. In sum, a small majority of Americans lacks confidence in their colleges and universities. Among Republicans, a large majority lacks confidence. Confidence ratings are lower than they were just a few years ago.

D. Advocacy Institutes and the Conversion of Discontent into Law

Parts I and II described several changes to higher education law caused in part by the work of professional advocacy institutes, also known as think tanks. These groups distill the public opinion just described into legislative proposals on which politicians can act. Further, they have crafted their model legislation to sustain their own relevance and to increase their future influence.

Let us return to the Goldwater model free speech bill described in Section A of Part I. Celebrating North Carolina's enactment of a Goldwater-inspired statute, Goldwater co-author Stanley Kurtz noted how the bill will allow outside critics to pressure universities and will ease the enactment of future legislation. Here is how Kurtz described what will happen if universities in North Carolina do not punish student protestors sufficiently:

If the university refuses to discipline shout-downs in the wake of passage of this law, there will be consequences. For one thing, the annual report of the Board of Governors will either condemn the refusal to discipline, or the committee will itself be subject to public criticism. A negative report on the administrative handling of discipline would give the Board of Regents a reason to replace administrators, and legislators a reason to cut university funds.

In addition, "[a] university that refuses to discipline students who silence others is also inviting a renewed campaign to pass the mandatory suspension for a second offense."
Predicting too that universities will see campaigns for “provisions regarding public forums and a legal ‘cause of action,’” Kurtz exulted, “we are at the beginning of a new state-legislative era.” And illustrating how manufactured outrage can yield real changes in law, Kurtz concluded, “[i]n short, the public has awakened and is actively pushing back against the illiberal assault on speech. That is a silver lining in the current crisis.”

Statements by the Goldwater Institute reveal the sort of “illiberal” behavior at universities likely to inspire future legislative activism. Goldwater materials attack not only efforts to stifle free expression, but also phenomena like “trigger warnings,” which whether helpful or not when used by faculty provide fodder for conservative characterizations of liberal academics. Further, in contrast to the common refrain that the solution to terrible speech is more speech—rather than censorship—the Goldwater Institute recommends prohibiting universities from expressing themselves on controversial issues. One benefit of the North Carolina bill, according to its Goldwater proponent, is that it “will discourage the university from, say, joining the ‘fossil fuel’ divestment campaign.”

A university’s choice to divest from fossil fuel holdings would have no impact on free speech. It would, however, offend conservative orthodoxy. (Stanley Kurtz, for example, has opposed the divestment movement for years.) I take no position on whether UNC should invest in ExxonMobil stock. It is nonetheless instructive that advocates for the North Carolina campus speech statute—and similar ones like it across America—likely intend to use the statute to combat political movements they already oppose.

When the University of North Carolina System prepares its mandated annual reports on free expression, another advocacy institute exerts influence on university policy. Before the System’s board published its first report under the new law, it revealed that the “evaluation will take into consideration each institution’s grade
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under FIRE, the Foundation for Individual Rights in Education. And the 2017–2018 report indeed cited FIRE’s ratings. FIRE ratings include evaluation of university policies at a granular level, including things like residence hall regulations in addition to higher-profile free speech issues such as policies on protests. The enactment of the Goldwater-inspired law has accordingly given FIRE and others a university-operated microscope with which to scrutinize the work of student affairs professionals in addition to officials like chancellors and presidents.

Scrutiny of higher education related to free expression combines good faith criticism of misguided university policy (such as FIRE’s advocacy against university decisions that plainly violate the First Amendment or the self-imposed free speech commitments of many private institutions) with plain-old conservative attacks on liberal bogeymen largely unrelated to free speech (such as the voluntary use of “trigger warnings” by individual faculty, or the decision by endowment managers or trustees to sell oil and gas stocks). Some critics are more careful than others to explain when their critiques digress from legal analysis to naked policy preferences. State legislators and other lawmakers, however, are influenced by the less careful advocates at least as much as they are by those more committed to truth in advertising. Further, fair criticism from honest observers contributes to the media drumbeat that lays the groundwork for the next round of legislation, which may well promote partisan goals under the cloak of liberty and free inquiry.

IV. LOOKING FORWARD

Political intervention in the administration of universities has occurred for centuries in the United States, with a famous early example resulting in a landmark Supreme Court case about corporate charters and the Contracts Clause. Readers should therefore be skeptical of claims that state legislators, federal regulators, and other political actors have recently discovered a new ability to affect higher education law. Nonetheless, recent political influence on higher education law differs in important ways from the background levels observed since the early days of the Republic. While public institutions in particular have always needed to work constructively with state political leaders and attend to sources of popular discontent that might motivate political action, events in the past few years suggest that a new era has arrived. Recent levels of political intervention in university governance are likely to become a normal feature of higher education law. Indeed, with the increasing polarization of public opinion about universities—along with increased
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partisanship more generally among Americans—observations based on the status quo may underestimate the likely future involvement of political actors in university life.

**A. Likely Trends in Public and Elite Opinion**

Commenting on how higher education has become “a partisan wedge issue,” Gallup pollster Brandon Busteed noted, “[w]hen we see an issue that’s split by political party, any kind of issue, it usually never recovers.”

Reaction to the 2017 Pew results presented above suggests that the divide will increase. The president of the National Association of Scholars, a conservative advocacy group, announced that he was “heartened by the news,” noting that he had worked hard “to persuade ordinary Americans that something is terribly amiss in higher education.” He offered “the real credit” to students, faculty members, and administrators “whose fecklessness in the face of students’ outrageous violations of the norms of the academic community has shaken public confidence in higher education’s basic ability to provide an environment where ideas can be freely debated.” In other words, Republicans hate higher education, which is good news because of “all the social-justice warriors, race hustlers, faculty ideologues, and administrative enablers who have brought about this change in public opinion.” He then suggested that the “other 42 percent”—those Republicans who did not report a negative opinion of colleges and universities—“are not yet paying attention.”

The National Association of Scholars publishes *Academic Questions*, a journal of scholarship about higher education. It conducts conferences and events on topics like “Charting Academic Freedom: 103 Years of Debate.” Its board of directors includes serious scholars with appointments at leading universities.
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NAS so desired, it might be able to convince Republican voters and politicians that the problems of American higher education—while certainly real—are not quite as bad as they sometimes appear. But the leadership of NAS does not so desire. Instead, its president was pleased to announce that “Republican voters have at last begun to relinquish their fond hope that our colleges and universities are, despite numerous defects, still a net good for the United States” and that “conservatives” have lost patience “with an institution they are by nature inclined to love.”

The leadership of NAS interlocks with that of other advocacy institutes known for sharp criticism of higher education, particularly the sort of criticism echoed in right-wing media. For example, former NAS board member Anne Neal cofounded the American Council of Trustees and Alumni and was its president from 2003 to 2016. Past NAS board member Candace de Russy is “a member of the advisory boards of FIRE, the Independent Women’s Forum, the International Institute of Classical Humanities, and the Cardinal Newman Society.” NAS board member Ward Connerly, perhaps best known for his advocacy of the ballot initiative ending race-based affirmative action at public institutions in California, is the founder and president of the American Civil Rights Institute. The late Herbert London, a past NAS board chairman, served as president of the Hudson Institute and of the London Center for Policy Research.

More importantly, conservative opinion leaders with far broader followings than advocacy institute leaders are fomenting hatred of higher education. Speaking on a university campus in October 2017, Donald Trump, Jr. said that universities make the following offer to parents: “We’ll take $200,000 of your money; in exchange we’ll train your children to hate our country.” Trump essentially offered higher education a similar deal, for half the price. In exchange for his $100,000 fee, he attacked universities for purportedly defining “hate speech” as “anything that says America is a good country and our founders were great people, that we need borders.” He added that universities “indoctrinate” students, “punish them” for disagreeing with the party line, and “make them unemployable by teaching them
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courses in zombie studies, [and] underwater basket weaving.' Trump’s talk received widespread media coverage, both in print newspapers and conservative websites.

In September 2017, then-Attorney General Jeff Sessions spoke at Georgetown Law School, telling his audience, “[t]he American university . . . is transforming into an echo chamber of political correctness and homogenous thought, a shelter for fragile egos.” He said, “[f]reedom of thought and speech on the American campus are under attack.” He then recounted examples gathered by the Foundation for Individual Rights in Education, and he promised that “the Department of Justice will do its part in this struggle” to “protect students’ free expression.” After next invoking the memories of “[f]our little girls” murdered in “the 16th Street Baptist Church bombing in Birmingham” fifty-four years earlier, Sessions quoted Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. and called upon his audience to stand up for free speech, warning that “the future of our Republic depends on it.”

As part of its 2017 polling on universities, Gallup asked respondents to explain their confidence in higher education, or lack of confidence. Gallup reported that:

Republicans with low levels of confidence in colleges are most likely to cite their belief that colleges and universities are too liberal and political, that colleges don’t allow students to think for themselves and are pushing their own agenda, or that students are not taught the right material or are poorly educated.

Democrats with low confidence in higher education raised different concerns. They were “much more likely to cite issues dealing with practical aspects of higher education—saying colleges are too expensive, 
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As Democrats and Republicans have diverged in their opinions on higher education, political polarization among Americans has increased more generally. In October 2017, the Pew Research Center reported that "[i]n political values ranging from views of government and the social safety net to opinions about immigrants, race and homosexuality, Americans are less likely than in the past to hold a mix of conservative and liberal views." As recently as 1994, forty-nine percent of survey respondents held a roughly equal mix of conservative and liberal positions on issues such as race, immigration, homosexuality, and the social safety net. In 2015, thirty-eight percent of respondents had a roughly equal mix, and by 2017 the number had dropped to thirty-two percent. Concluding that "Republicans and Democrats are now further apart ideologically than at any point in more than two decades," Pew noted that "[t]he median Republican is now more conservative than 97% of Democrats, and the median Democrat is more liberal than 95% of Republicans." Accordingly, given the partisan divide over the value of higher education, the most passionate critics of universities are likely to have strongly conservative positions on topics such as race, taxation, and the proper role of government.

Also in October 2017, Pew reported that "ideological consistency—the shares of Americans holding liberal or conservative views across a wider range of issues—is increasingly associated with partisanship." In other words, party affiliation is a better predictor of a person’s views on topics such “government, race, immigration, national security, [and] environmental protection” than are factors such as “gender, race and ethnicity, religious observance or education.” Pew observed yawning gaps among Democrats and Republicans about multiple issues currently of great importance to higher education. For example, on the question of whether “racial discrimination is the main reason many ... the partisan gap in opinions was fifty points, compared with thirteen points in 1994, when the question was first asked. University leaders promoting race-conscious admissions therefore must navigate a partisan minefield, even more so than when California and Michigan electorates voted to ban the practice at their states’ public institutions.

Pew observed an opinion gap nearly as large on immigration, with similar trends in recent decades. Overall, sixty-five percent of Americans surveyed said that
“immigrants strengthen the country ‘because of their hard work and talents,’” with twenty-six percent responding that “immigrants are a burden ‘because they take our jobs, housing and health care.”’ The number of Democrats saying that immigrants strengthen the country had increased from thirty-two percent in 1994 to eighty-four percent in 2017. For Republicans, thirty percent said immigrants strengthened the country in 1994, with forty-two percent saying so in 2017. Respondents from both parties had become more favorable toward immigrants between 1994 and 2017. Because Democrats became so much more favorable, however, the parties now have a forty-two percent gap on the question. University leaders deciding whether to admit undocumented immigrants—or, more controversially, whether to offer them in-state tuition—must consider the polarization of the electorate on the value of immigrants to American society.

B. The Challenge Presented by Rapid Legal Change

Academia is beginning to recognize the challenges presented by the new era of higher education law, and the responses of colleges and universities to these challenges likely will affect higher education law and policy for decades. At the nation’s oldest public university—the University of North Carolina—both the system president and the flagship campus chancellor were swept away during the 2018–2019 academic year by the hurricane of state politics. President Margaret Spellings announced her resignation in October 2018, effective March 1, 2019. UNC-Chapel Hill Chancellor Carol Folt then announced her resignation in January 2019. If Spellings—who served as U.S. Secretary of Education under President George W. Bush—lacks the educational and political skills to manage a public university system in a state with a Republican legislature, administrators without similar experience will surely find the task daunting. Her successor will face the
same political environment and will have the responsibility of recruiting a new chancellor for Chapel Hill, one ready to enter the minefield Folt recently exited.

As they adapt to the new political-legal reality, university leaders will concurrently face the perennial challenge of all administrators—the budget. Particularly at public institutions, which grew accustomed to generous state appropriations during the twentieth century and now see declining financial support, administrators will struggle to find needed funds. Although decreased state appropriations might remove one tool by which legislators might control state universities—as one cannot threaten to withhold money already not being provided—appropriations remain vital to most public institutions. Further, the trend of declining appropriations may be fueled by increasing political polarization.

Compounding the difficulty is that much of the political intervention described in this Article affects important academic values, such as academic freedom and the need to promote diverse and inclusive campus environments. If a state legislature abolishes tenure at its public university system, campuses will have trouble recruiting and retaining faculty. If instead the legislature erases funding for the diversity and inclusion office, the decision sends a certain message to prospective students. Affirmative action bans affect the composition of entering classes.

In subsequent research, it would be useful to place rapid changes to higher education law in the context of other rapid legal changes. For example, just as advocacy institutes have drafted bills related to campus speech that have been considered and adopted in multiple states, advocacy institutes have promoted legislation related to ballot access (such as voter identification card requirements), the minimum wage (such as state law laws prohibiting municipalities from setting local minimum wages), and abortion (imposing onerous requirements on
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Further, one might research who funds the advocacy institutes promoting new higher education laws. And one might compare activity related to higher education with nationwide efforts to reshape state legislatures more generally, to reshape the judiciary, and to reshape the media.

C. Possible Answers to the Challenge

What then, is to be done? Because this Article is primarily about higher education law and only incidentally about best administrative practices, I will opine only briefly on how college and university leaders—as well as supporters of academia more generally—might respond to the challenges presented above. Answering these questions will require immense skill from academic leaders for decades to come, and the best responses will vary from place to place, as well as from time to time. Nonetheless, a few suggestions come to mind.

Tuition. Academic leaders should do everything in their power to slow the rise of tuition. If the cost of college attendance increases at a rate greater than the inflation rate of the general American economy every year, public discontent with academia is likely to increase each year as well. For a long time, public universities helped to keep their private counterparts in check. The existence of excellent low-cost public institutions prevented most private institutions from charging outrageous amounts. In recent decades, however, public tuition has inflated more quickly than private tuition, in part because of state disinvestment in higher education. The problem is serious and even without the fear of public anger it would be important to keep tuition costs manageable.

Debt. The indebtedness of college graduates is of course affected by tuition, but tuition is not the only factor. Institutions of higher education, along with the associations that support them, should press relentlessly for political solutions to the student debt crisis. Esoteric items like origination fees and the compounding of debt while students remain enrolled have important effects on total debt burdens. The federal government has immense power to affect the student loan market, and advocates for higher education should remain ever vigilant for opportunities to improve the financial prospects of student borrowers.435

Campus speech. Although I believe the “campus speech crisis” is greatly exaggerated, I freely acknowledge that there is room for improvement. Organizations that support university officials—such as associations of student affairs professionals and of college and university lawyers—should develop training modules on how to create campus cultures that support both free speech and an inclusive environment. Campus leaders should not be caught unprepared when Ben Shapiro or Turning Point USA arrives looking for a high-profile confrontation. Officials who respond to “bias incidents” should be trained on how to support marginalized students without
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providing ammunition to those who argue that such support inevitably involves censorship and the suppression of conservative views.

Political engagement. If greater political involvement in higher education law is inevitable, then trustees and administrators will have no choice about whether to engage more directly in the political process. Public universities have employed lobbyists for decades, and both public and private institutions are represented by associations like the American Council on Education that advocate in Washington about higher education policy. This advocacy has likely helped to avoid some of the worst policy outcomes that were proposed and not enacted in recent years. Lacking expertise about how best to influence state and federal officials, I will not propose here how colleges and universities can improve on current efforts. It would seem, however, that more money and attention could sensibly be devoted to improving relations with legislators. Top administrators—already run ragged keeping up with donors—will have to make time for even more meetings with politicians. Trustees, who often have impressive public reputations and may have longstanding connections with state politicians, should assist with this task.

Public outreach. Universities already spend money on advertising, and public institutions have offices dedicated to engagement with the citizens of their states. It would help if private institutions would join this project, providing more resources for a broad-based campaign by colleges and universities to better explain their value—and values—to a skeptical public. Faculty can present at high schools and Rotary clubs across the land. Institutions can provide even more opportunities for members of the public to visit campuses and see for themselves what goes on there. Institutions would be wise to make public engagement a part of how faculty and certain staff are evaluated.

Stay true to our principles. Finally, I urge academics to hold fast to our values even in difficult political times. That is not the same as ignoring fair criticism, and it certainly does not involve needlessly antagonizing the electorate. But some university goals and activities remain worthy despite political opposition. Diversity and inclusion are valuable pursuits. Academic freedom promotes excellent research and teaching, encouraging the discovery and transmission of knowledge that otherwise might remain unfound or suppressed. Philosophy and English are vital fields of study, and students who pursue those majors learn skills valuable both at work and in their broader lives.

In the decades to come, the leaders of our richest private universities will be best placed to lead some of the public and political engagement described here. They are least vulnerable to political attacks, and the prestige of their institutions gives their pronouncements a certain gravitas. It may be tempting for them to duck controversy and simply continue the fine work that their massive endowments help them to afford. But a sufficiently angry public will find a way to seize that money. Academic institutions must all hang together or we shall all hang separately.

In a future article, it would be useful to identify universities that have successfully navigated these challenges in recent years. Such an article could also elaborate on the suggestions presented in this subpart.
CONCLUSION

Absent unexpected changes in public opinion trends, Democrats and Republicans will likely continue to hold sharply divergent views on higher education. Data on political polarization, along with evidence that once an issue become partisan it tends to remain so, suggest that Republican dissatisfaction with colleges and universities will endure and perhaps even intensify. The resulting legislative intervention into college and university operations observed in recent years will remain an important feature in higher education law, as will executive branch action at the state and federal level. Responding to this challenging legal environment will test the skills of university administrators and trustees, especially—but not exclusively—at public universities in states with conservative electorates.